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ISN'T IT THE TRUTH! is
new feature of the Ledger
Times which presents an 00
servation from the fast-moving
world of today and then tops it
with an observation from the

,
4

Two Men
Inducted In
The Army

Vol. LXXXXII No. 23

10* Per Copy

Northeast Racked By
Howling Storm Today
Four Hikers
Are Lost On
Mountain Top

Past.
Covered Bridges Painted
It is a feature which uses ir
The Cash and Carry Wholesale
Two men from Calloway
simple premise to first make the : County were inducted into the
Grocery Company on South
Here By Mrs. A. Carman
reader smile and then later think- United States Army in the
Second Street was entered last
Mrs. A. Carman has produced
Originator of ISN'T IT THE January draft call, according to
night and merchandise valued at
of the seventeen
paintings
TRUTH! is Carl Riblet Jr.executive
$1670.66 was stolen, according to
Adams,
Gussie
Mrs.
remaining covered bridges in the
Tucson, Ariz. A workln
the Murray Police Department.
secretary of Local Board No. 10
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
newspaperman of New York, of the Selective Service.
Joe James of Murray Route
Miss Debra Cavitt of 100 Spruce The paintings are on display in
Washington and Chicago
Three, manager of the company,
Teddy Gene Rogers and Phillip
is listed in the window of the Art Guild on
newspapers for 35 years,
notified the police of the breakin
D. Williams were sworn in at Street, Murray,
By United Press international
served as a reporter, foreign Nashville, Tetet., and have been satisfactory condition this East Math Street.
and robbery this morning at,four
A howling storm raked the
,. correspondent, departmental sent to Fort Campbell for their morning by officials it the The bridges are located in the
o'clock.
An tour of intelligent study is
y
today, stacking snow
County
Northeast
Murray-Callowa
Bourbon,
counties:
following
.
were
copyreader.
and
company
,
t
.
editor
the
from
Stolen
basic training.
was
drifts, closing roads
worth two hours of listening to the cartons of cigarettes valued at
admitted
she
neavy
where
in
Hospital
Franklin,
Fleming,
Bykken,
THE
IT
ISN'T
Look for
'
Rogers is the son of Wallace
uninformed.
greenup, Lawrence, Mason, and bringing biting cold temperTRUTH! beginning Monday on Rogers of Mayfield, formerly of on Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
$1644.40, boxes of Anacins at
and atures. Four hikers from the
Hospital officials said MOis Nelson,
Robertson
page 2 and then make it a daily Calloway County,-and Williams is
$5.94, Gillete razors at $10.00, and
tAe
in
renew says you have to take Colgate tooth cream at $10.32, for
wounds
Rutgers University Outdoor
suffered
Carl Riblet, Jr.
Cavitt
Washington.
Times.
&
the
in
Ledger
habit here
the son of Mrs.. Ruth Williams,
people as you find them, if you a total amount of $1670.66, acabdomen and left shoulder/ghe
At the turn of the century the Club were lost on mile-high Mt.
• ne Street, Murray.
age/ and a state has about four hundred Washington, N.H., where the
• expect people to take you as you cording to the police report.
In the January draft call, eight sixteen years of
High covered "Kissin Bridges" but wind-chill factor made it feel as
are. Sounds reasonable.
Mueray
at
sophomore
wps
building
the
to
Entrance
local registrants and six tranmost of them have deteriorated if it were 100 degrees below
gained by breaking the lock on
sfers were sent for pre-physical School.
e Depart- until only seventeen remain.
Lady the inside dog did not feel the door on the north side of the
zero.
examinations, Mrs. Adams said. The Murrayi4olic
too keenly about going out this building, the police said.
A search team waited a the
ment was called to 703 Main Residents of Murray and
morning, but she did anyway, all
street at -3:22 p.m. where they Calloway County are invited to base of the mountain for a
The police said if any persons
hunkered up as though it were 30 are approached with offers to buy
found Wes Cavitt lying down on view the paintings this week and break in the weather to resume
the search called off by the
below zero instead of 30 above. It cigarettes in large quantities, to
her ght side with a coat unde
would help, if, when she returned, please notify the local law ofbitter midwinter storm. The
head. She was taken by a J.
she would come back to the same ficiaLi.
four young men, all from New
Churchill Imbulance to the
door she went out of, but this is
Jersey, were not found by three
local hospitarr
not the case. Let her out one door
Police said Miss Cavitt told
search parties Wednesday, one
Mt and Mrs. Perry Allbiltten
and she invariably returns to
of which reached the 5,600-foot
--to---the seaport- id soil observe their 69t1/Credcling them that she had been stab
By BERT W. OKI/LEY
another door, scratching to get
level of the 6,288-foot mountain,
by Miss Linda Joyce Graves.
605
day,
rt
tua
e
The
yon
r
a
Som.
annlversm
Kornpong
, SAIGON (UP!) —The U.S.
back in. We told her to always
Miss Graves of 417 North Cherry The Red Cross Mother and highest in the Northeast.
'January
high
reside
Cambodia, the
command,today announced the In
Baby.Care _course for expectant - The remperaturt was -30 on
come back to the same door she
eighteen years of a
Streat,-is
•
.
Oe
II
torlans reportiXL
parents will be offered by the the mountain, and the winds
closeoul-ei- all.-Special Forces
left,from, but she does not pay us
High
Murray
at
a
junior
and
-initiated in- The couplj was married at
of Nursing at were 40 miles per hour. Mt.
Department
operations in South Vietnam new Communist
much attention. It must be
to Phnom Penh Paris, Tenn:, in 1902 and were School.
Murray State University, ac- Washington is the windiest spot
and said the Green Beret, cidents close
wonderful to be so independent.
later
picked
was
Miss
Graves
Perkins
Artie
and said the Communists attended by Miss
FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI)— symbol of the elite troopers, appeared to be moving theft and Carlie Henley who were also up by law officials and charged cording to Ruth E. Cole, chair- in the United States, with
We think that pink cloud in the The state is purchasing a used will disappear from the battle- forces away from the capital. later married.
average winds over 35 miles
with "cutting in sudden affray", man of the department.
Faculty members will conduct ner hour and gales clocked as
southern skies the other night $118,860 propeller airplane which fields of Indochina.
She
made
the
to
police.
according
three
of
parents
command
military
the
are
They
The last major Green Beret The U.S.
the course and classes will begin
was from a meteorological rocket is capable of landing and taking
(Continued on Page Ten) 'living children who are Yewell anappearance bond of $500 and a on March 3, 1971 in Room 206 of high as 231 m.p.h.
to test the direction and velocity off from all of Kentucky's 60 installation in Vietnam, the 5th
until
Many Felt Frozen
to
extend
6500
of
bond
Allbritten of Minnesota and twin peace
the Nursing Building, from 7:00
Special Forces headquarters at
of jet streams way up yonder. We airstrips.
of March 1, 1971, in the Calloway
Elkins
Harold
Mrs.
daughters,
to 9:00 p.m.
The storm showed mercy to
The plane brings to 12 the Nha Trang, ceased operations
wish they would let us know what
','.trray Route Five and Mrs. County Court, according to the "Topics to be discussed will
one, from Ontario's premier
no
they re going to do before they do number of craft the state Jan. 15 after nearly a decade.
police
report.
Lovins of Royal Oak, Mich.
for to a shell fisherman from New
preparation
include
operates including a $550,000 Spokesmen did not specify
it however.
one
are
deceased
children
iree
hospitalization, childbirth, and Jersey.
eight-passenger jet purchased when all the troops would be
o died in infkricy in July 1903,
infant care," Mrs. Cole said.
out of the country.
-Premier John Roberts was
nits) last - year.
Enough to Take a person go th
died
Buren,.
ATeir oldest son,-'
The course is open to both rescued Wednesday after spendMilitary spokesmen also said
The new plane is a 1988-model
a tirzie.
December 6, 1965, and another
husband and wife, and there is no" mg the night with 400 other
Piper Turbo Navojho which seats Communist troops violated
Sun died June 25, 1968.
Tet
lunar
24-hour
Wednesday's
charge for the course. The course stranded motorists at a highmiles
270
at
the
cruise
eight and can
Reading in some paper that
have
,Allbritten
Mrs.
Mr. and
Department of the will cover 12 hours and will meet way service center near Ingerpeople in Great Britain are an hour. It is equipped with. new year cease-fire 78 times. • The proposed building of the ten grandchildren and twenty-six The Zeta
Murray Woman's Club will meet two hours per night for six weeks. soll, Out.
American casualties during the Murray-Calloway County Shrine
furious because the government radar.
great grandchildren.
tonight t Thursday) at 7:30 at the Persons interested in enrolling A Point Pleasant, N.J.,
State Finance Commissioner day-long stand-down were a low Club is shown below. The building
may destroy an ancient church
No special celebration is club house with Willard Ails, in the course should contact the
e
cease-fire--on
a
Vietnam
for
block
con-.
concrete
of
Knapp,
be
will
fisherman, Richard
and village to build a new airport. Albert Christen said safety was
planned due to the declining president of the Calloway County Department of Nursing , Murray
night in an
harrowing
a
spent
Paper says this sort of thing key factor in the purchase and American killed and three struction with the decorative
of Mr. Allbritten. They Council on Drug Education, as State University at 762-2193. The
open boat amidst howling winds
cornice along the top of the health
would never be condoned by noted a recent incident at Ken- wounded.
would appreciate hearing from the guest speaker.
Vietna25
South
However,
total number to be admitted to and frigid temperatures before
of
redwood.
building
plane
a
when
Americans. who would probably tucky Dam Village
neighand
their many friends
Ails is a graduate of the the'Cliass will be limited.
he was safely recovered
prefer to build a parking lot carrying state Public Safety mese soldiers and civilians The local Shrine Club, combors.
University of Kentucky College of
Wednesday.
Commissioner William Newman were killed and 81 wounded by posed of Shriners in Calloway and
instead.
chias
Pharmacy and served
The men were only two of
and three other officials was Communists bombs and bullets Marshall courlies, is in the,midst
pharmacist at the Hopkins
of a pledge • campaign seeking
thousands who suffered as
RusAitpects to double its auto forced to land because of low oil during the period.
County Hospital, Madisonville,
The worst Communist attack pledges from Shriners of the area
blizzards closed half the roads
production to more than a million pressure in one engine.
before coming to MurrayYork state and
in New
"We almost lost our com- came from terrorists who to obtain funds. for the new
annually by 1975. Fellow says
Calloway County Hospital as
immobilized much of southern
that l;ty 1980, Moscow may be able missioner of safety," Christen tossed three hand grenades into building.
rites for Minor Colson chief pharmacist. He has had
Final
Local Shriners have been will be ,conducted by Rev. Willie
Sales of Type 23, dark fired Ontario.
to overtake Los Angeles in said, "They had a very close call a holiday crowd watching a
articles published. His
Upstate New York today
tobacco, were held Wednesday on
and we've got to have better movie at the coastal town of An meeting in private homes, Johnson at the chapel of the Max several
carbon monoxide.
have
Misuse"
"Drug
on
lectures
Nhon Wednesday, killing 10 however membership and acequipment and facilities."
Funeral Home on covered not only Kentucky but the Murray. market with an continued to shiver under biting
Churchill
average of its.3.97 being reported winds and near zero tempera,
The state purchased the plane Vietnamese and injuring 19. tivity of the club has increased to Friday at eleven a.m.
Out to Captain's Kitchen last
and
Georgia,
Tennessee,
by 011ie Barnett, reporter for the lures, and a 250-mile stretch of
night to eat some of their boiled from Cincinnati Ohio Aircraft. However, it came two hours the extend that a building for the Pallbearers will be Trellis
Alabama.
highway from Buffalo to the
local market.
The operating costs for the plane after the allied cease-fire club is considered necessary.
Wrather,
Raymond
McCuiston,
the
Ten)
of
(Continued on Page
The committee named to in- 011ie Brown, Herbie Henderson, The speaker is secretary
The market sold 159.422 pounds Pennsylvania state line reare expected to be about $50 an ended. The Communists are
of Phi Delta Chi
hour, compared to the jet which honoring a four-day stand-down vestigate the possibility of the Houston Whitis, and Eugene Alumni chapter
a total amount of $86,039.02, mained closed for the second
is a for
day.
building has pledge forrns which Karnes. Burial will be in the pharmacy fraternity, and
costs $300 an hour, cruises at 525 Aline early Saturday.
according to Barnett.
and
state,
national,
of
Blizzard Warnings
next scheduled sale will be
miles an hour and can land at 19 The American casualty toll are available to all Shriners. It is Temple Hill Cemetery with the member
The
local pharmaceutical
for the week ending last hoped that at least half of the
of Kentucky's airstrips.
s by the Max organizations. He has worked On Friday with two sales
warnings were isarrangement
Blizzard
Saturday rose to 50—its highest building cost will be raised
Churchill Funeral Home where with the problems of drug abuse scheduled for next week. Barnett sued for the northern Finger
point in more than two months, through the pledges. Jack Persall
said the market is still strong, but Lakes and counties east of
friends-inay
among young people far three the volume is declining daily.
the U.S. eornmand said. A is the chairman of the committee
will be conducted
rites
Masonic
Lake Ontario as winds up to 40
Unit0Pd Prou Interestlosal
years. He is active in Cub Scouts,
spokesman attributed the sharp and serving on the committee are
by Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 F. Kiwanis Club, and the, Kentucky
miles per hour blew into the
to
deaths
Don Robinson, Freed Cotham, & A. M. at the funeral home
FIVE CITED
Kentucky. Mostly cloudy increase in combat
state
from central Quebec.
Pharmacists,
Hospital
of
Society
W through Friday with scattered "an inerainie. in aircraft in- James C. Williams, John L. tonight (Thursday) at 7:30.
- Five persons were cited by the
Albany today recorded an
-Weatherly,
James
Mrs.
Communist
involving
cidents"
ofBeale
Williams, and Edsel
light snow ending from the west
Colain,age 80, expired Monday chairman of the depart/nerd, Murray Police Department
(Continued on Page Ten)
Benton. Milton Jones is president *Houston,
OWENSBORO, Ky. (UPI)—A on Friday. Not as cold today and action.
Texas: He is a former urges all members to attend.
yesterday and last night. They
•
37
Ameribefore
week
The
the
local
of
club.
conthe
conduct,
challenging
warmer
suit
for disorderly
tonight, becoming a little
resident of Calloway County.
Hostesses will be Mesdames were one
The Shriners over the nation
one
stitutionality of Kentucky's 1965 Friday. Highs today in the 30s. cans were killed and the week
NO CHARGES
Shuffett, one for no operator's license,
Charles
Ryan,
Maurice
VietnaSouth
27.
that
before
maintain twenty three hospitals
property tax "rollback" law was Lows Tuesday night in the teens.
for driving while intoxicated and
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
H.
A.
Jr.,
Stubblefield,
274
Vernon
reported
for crippled children and three
filed in justice district court here Highs Friday upper 30s to lower mese spokesmen
reckless driving, one for reckless Sheriff Clyde Steele said this
government troops killed during burns hospitals. Local Shriners, Mrs. Noveda Bell of Almo Titsworth, and Voris Wells.
Wednesday by nine sets of 40s.
driving,and one for no operator's morning that two boys were
the
at
treated
last week, while 1,361 North have made it possible for several Route One was
parents and 10 students suing
license, no city auto sticker, and picked up last night but no
Vietnamese and Viet Cong were local crippled children to walk emergency room of the Murray
DANCE PLANNED
through their fathers.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
leaving the scene of an accident. charges Were placed against
on
Hospital
County
Calloway
An open dance will be held
again. Each Shrine club in the
them. Sheriff Steele said they had
Plaintiffs in the case, whose
Extended weather outlook for killed
Hospital
p.m
3.50
also disclosed Rizpah Temple area has a unit of Wednesday at
Friday, January 29, from 7:30 to
picked up a girl at Calloway
children are Owensboro and Kentucky Saturday through The Command
Know
Now
You
a
for the first time the exact some kind which participates in officials said she suffered
p.m. at the American By United Press International County High School on Wed11:30
Daviess County students, claim Monday:
contusion of the right knee, Legion Halt South 6th and Maple
precipitation dimensions of recent U.S. air parades. The local Shrine eliffi
of
Chance
that the controversial law
Magnifying glasses inserted nesday afternoon and her parents
lumbar strain, and a contusion of Streets,featuring the "Change of
to
Cambodia
in
intervention
clown
Unit.
a
has
to
Saturday and mainly iin south
violates the 14th Amendment
frames were used by the called him. The boys and the girl
in
to
reported
was
CambodianWayne Hughes drew the the chest. She
The admission is one Chinese for reading in the 10th were found about eight o'clock
Time".
half Sunday. Cold Saturday support a jofht
the U. S. Constitution.
operation to proposed building which is shown have been imured in an dollar stag and $1.50 drag.
last night, Steele said.
The rollback law allowed through Monday. Highs 30s to low South Vietnamese
century.
automobile accident
Phnom below.
from
4
Highway
clear
thete
20s.
increase
low
to
40s. Lows Teens
school districts to
'
tax collections by 10 per cent for
the 1966-67 and 1967.68 fiscal
years, but no increases in subsequent years. .
, The suit asks that the state
1
Board of Education and Wendell
Butler, state superintendent of
-Public education, be directed to
approve tax rates and budgets for
the 1971-72 fiscal. year that will
allow school districts to collect
sufficient taxes to operate on a
basis comparable to schools in
neighboring states.
The rollback law already has
been ruled unconstitutional by
the Jefferson Circuit Court, and
the case is expected to go to the
state Court of Appeals
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Letters To The Editor

Horse Sense Called For By
Writer On Several Subjects

By Anthony Harrigan
egiCuTivE vice eiteSiDENT
Southern States

Industrial Council

Dear Editor:
mixed swimming, but again Dear Editor:
the State of California to rescind
those who denied me all this
Calloway Please me begin my letter by
Reagan's Decisive Move
economies the legislature made
encouraged that wonderful I certainly hope the
facing
issues
three
are
goes
of
son
There
on saying that my teenage
Gov, Ronald Reagan
in mixed County school board votes yes
swim,
to
grandson
in the Mecli-Cal, the state's
County
Calloway
the people of
prom. If we don't trust our to a school where dancing is California has performed a vital version of the controversial
the
,
hall
basketball
play
pools,
the
I
that are a disgrace! First
yoong people at a dance that is permitted if he so desires. This service for citizens everywhere Medicaid program.
etc.
proposed discontinuance of our naked,
for, I am sincerely by vetoing $1.8 million in federal
trust
thankful
we
can
am
where
chaperoned,
say sin has always been,
county fire protection. I've never I still
not go to school funds for the California Rural The abuses of the federally
will be and if a child is them. If we have brought our glad he does
Program
Services
needed them and hope I never do. always
Legal
conThe
much
so
program.
isn't
is
funded
there
Assistance
prom
where
Legal
right, sin may'enter the children up right, a
Instead
But I've never needed my burial reared
troversy over such a minor thing key question now is whether the are nationwide, however.
it takes action to make going to make them bad.
but
mind
it
keeping
I'm
but
insurance yet
of helping the poor with day-tosupwill
ion
administrat
dance.
a
as
Nixon
it complete!
paid up. ( One of the local unport Gov. Reagan in his prin- day problems, as the authors of
I am a grandmother of school
if
dertakers may collect it very Print my name you like but children and I would certainly
the legislation intended, radical
is
you
stand.
to
cipled
writing
for
reason
My
and Coleman first
soon if you print this. The call Blalock
thrill this! What are our teenagers Since the federal legal services lawyers in the program have
the
denied
them
see
to
hate
my
pledges Mr. Hopkins suggested and tell them lavender is
prom. I certainly allowed to do? There is only one program was established, it has devoted their time to what they
color, in case I can't hold my of the senior
like
looks
it
but
wonderful,
1971
28,
are
RY
in call "impact litigation." This is a
Y—JANUA
THURSDA
and I was movie during the weekend that is been
mine,
deeply engaged
remember
them I'm a red
they aim to cram the school tax own! But warn
the shown at any of the theatres that harassment of local and state euphemism that should be
It's
Christian.
a
up
brought
but when I do
down our throats like they did the head. Seldom mad,
girls' first chance at being grown is rated G. The rest are R or X. government and involved in translated "harassment" of
watershed, library and extra get tired of being pushed around, up and getting her first evening The one bowling alley is mainly militant political action. The county councils, local housing
saw.
sales tax, so while we are I'm like a circle
gown and probably first corsage. full of adults or college students, situation became so outrageous authorities and other public
Charging ."political repression" in the choking and gagging from all
They are chaperoned at the therefore leaving very little room last year that Donald Rumsfeld, bodies.
Yours Truly,
prosecution of conspiracy charges against that, why not give us a HYPO OF
dance and we certainly can trust for the young teenage boy or girl. former director of the Office of
Wright
Ynema
The public has every reason to
Roman Catholic priests Philip and Daniel FIRE PROTECTION TAX TOO!
them to drive home. They have to The one place suitable for a Economic Opportunity, decided
indignant at such activities. It
buildings
!
be
-school
our
I know
come home from shows and teenage boy to play billards is it was imperative to dismiss the
Berrigan, a United State Congressman has
date but •
intolerable that the taxpayers
to
is
up
brought
be
M
need
Note
Editor's
to.
go
Legal
everything else they
again reserved mostly for the national director of the
publicly taken the side of two defendants this combining of elementary
should have to fund an agency
Service Program.
college students.
that spends its time—and public
indicated by a federal grand jury for plotting to schools has been the foremost
Since the issue of dancing
Gov. Reagan's veto comes
If the grown-ups that'vare
Calloway County High
money—on trying to overturn the
kidnap a presidential aide and blow up federal thought in the minds of school at
the
of
ion
spending so much time fighting
School has been thoroughly
Now I understand that the gym after investigat
of
of municipal and state
n
decisions
constructio
since
officials
Rural
buildings in Washington
covered in the Letters to
this would go to the theatre in the Carr Health Building is to operation of Califorrua
s.
government
High. If these
Calloway
the Editor column, no
managers and get them to show be off limits to the boys who like Legal Assistance. According to
Congressman William R. Anderson, of
elementary buildings had been
this
on
letters
further
CRLA
r,
on
investigato
at least one decent show
to pass the time with their friends the state's
...Waverly, Tenn., said in a speech to the National kept in good repair for the past 10 subject will be printed. The
weekends they wOuld be doing playing basketball. It is to be was guilty of "gross and
that
Sunday
.
so
sufficient
be
Louisville
that
in
wouldn't
feels
they
editor
Churches
years
of
Council
our teenagers some good instead reserved only for the college deliberate violations" of federal
has been devoted to
are
the trial at the two priests may be the "trail of deiapidated now.I agree theywhat space
trying to run them down. students and for the children of regulations.
issue.
of
this
not able to offer
parts of the
the century", and compared their imprisonment metropolitan schools are, but
the people who are employed by People in other
pen N Itedy pima 1 pat
country should know that the Opera
eatarday and Suoas.a
to the sacrifice made by Jesus and his apostle hem many of the students at- Dear Editor:
Certainly dancing doesn't bring the university.
Legal
Rural
California
Ansl.. moats 144-onuarira tart
on sex feelings any quicker than Please keep in mind while you
Pau. The 250 delegates to the conference gave tending are taking advantage of
as a
regarded
be
can
Assistance
granda
reading
am
are
I
and many others
47
7
'
Anderson a standing ovation at the close of his what is offered. I attended Lynn I thinklar too much space has any other thing.
virtual arm of Cesar Chavez'
/ • IA
the depression days been taken up in your paper mother and dancing when I was a this, that a lot of the teenagers do
in
Grove
National
the
consider
n
California
against
churchme
campaign
speech. Many
fun. not date. They are not yet ready
immediately after one of its concerning the dancing question. teenageriwas good clean
do is what you to, and they alone must be the farmers. Chavez is head of the
Council as an ultra-liberal religious group.
you
Anything
buildings burned._ What they
the
of
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Segura then you remember he Despite his impressive statis- The New York Jets selected Fordham 87 Mass 79
1953-56.
not disclosed, but their
Warriors Winning Again
were
22 28 .440 12
New York
was agile and clever on the tics, it was Plunkett's methodi- John Riggins, a 6-foot-2, 225- Holy Cross 81 Dartmouth 75
The San Francisco Warriors Kermit Washington, Ameri- Pittsburgh
first and third choices in
23 31 426 13
more
relid
who
player
a
Kansas.
court,
Ore St 71 LIU 70 (ot)
,-al dissection of Ohio State in pound fullback from
snapped a three-game losing can University's 6-foot-8 sopho- Carolina
2
/
today's draft were listed.
. 22 31 415 131
on finesse than power, and ont Stanford's Rose Bowl upset of iggins, a slashing inside
streak when they beat the more, ranks second in rebound- Floridians
The Red3kins were 10th in
2
/
21 34 382 151
who was forever overshadowed the second ranked Buckeyes runner, was 16th in the nation
South
Detroit Pistons, 129-112, with ing with 21.2 and Julius Erving
to make their first round •
line
West
by the Pancho Gonzalezes, Jack that stamped him as the in rushing with 1,131 yards in 11 Louisville 90 St. Louis 76
the help of 34 points.by Hon of the University of Massapick.
W. L. Pct. GB
Kramers and Billy Talberts.
outstanding College quarterback games, an average of 102.8 Gee Wash 78 Va, Mil 67
Williams and 30 by Nate chusetts is third with 20.5.
33 18 .647
Indiana
Record Experience
Maryland 88 Loyola (Md) 69
yards per game.
in the nation.
Thurmond. Dave Bing had 35 Mississippi's Johnny Neu- Utah
13 18 .647
Still Segura considers that
14 touchdowns St. Francis (Pa) 69 E Car 66
Manning, who rewrote Higgins scored
points for the Pistons, who mann continues to lead all Memphis
2
/
31 23 .574 31
Archie
CHIEFS-SAINTS SWAP
tennis is the greatest thing that
84 points for Kansas. Jackvl 83 Fla St 65
suffered their third straight major-college scorers, but his Denver
19 32 373 14
Southeastern Conference pass- and had
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)—
ever happened to him —"I *se
shrinksteadily
been
lead
has
loss.
2
/
18 32 360 141
The Atlanta Falcons chose
ing records during his three
Texas
Kansas City Chiefs WedThe
player"
a
be
tennis
to
born
Midwest
led
Thirty-seven year old Johnny ing. A month ago, Neumann
ear career at Mississippi_ was Joe Profit, a 6-0, 206-pound
Wednesday's Results
acquired running back
nesday
him
howman
ask
if
you
and
7767
Butler
Green, who is challenging Notre Dame's Austin Carr by Indiana 116 New York 100
by the Niiv Orleans speedster from Northeastern Toledo
Jim Otis from the New Orleans
matches he figures he hUA.lected
71
117
Iowa
Bradley
week,
This
9.1
game.
a
points
National
the
for
Alcindor
Louisiana.
Utah 111 Denver 105.
Saints in exchange for the •
played in his life and how roan) Saints.
Basketball Association's field the margin is 4.2 points .a
Profit, -the first black player
Manning (6-3, 204) had an
refit 126 Floridians 117
Saints' seventh-round piCkIn
he
says:
won
he
them
of
West
at
with
scoring
Neumann
garrie,
goal percentage lead, scored 35
junior Season be- ever to participate in the Gulf
Only genies scheduled)
Thursday's college draft.
"Oh my God! I imagine I'vt outstanding
t Moi 57
96
Force
Wash
Air
arm
105
broken
averaged
a
Games
Thursday's
suffering
States Conference,
played 10,000 matches all ovei fore
Texas at Memphis
been in
the world. - I've
(Only game scheduled)
practically every county except
5)WAI
itfarleik
China and Turkey and when
NBA Standings
yott ask how many of those
By United Press International matches I won I'd say at least
Atlantic Division
,65 per cent."
in
W. L. Pet. GB
• ANNOUNCES A WEEKEND of
That should be good enough,
37 17 .685 ... to qualify Segura as a judge of
New York
had
have
we
fine
response
appreciation for the
2 today's players. He sos the
/
33 22 .600 41
Philadelphia
29 25 .537 8
from our customers during January . . . and to
Boston
best among them -unquestiona.
2 bly" is Rod Laver
1
16 41 .281 22/
Buffalo
show off our newly carpeted Dining Room and
Central Division
The fact he's. left-handed
Coffee Shop.
W. L. Pct. GB gives him a big advantage. The
31 21 .596
Baltimore
key points of the game are
Friday, January 29th ...
2 played on the left-hand side of
/
22 29 .431 81
Cincinnati
•2.00 Atlanta
17 37 .315 15
Ky. Lek* Catfish,ginaer
the court. Being left-handed he
9 47 .161 24
Cleveland
has a natural serve that can
KarilarCity Strip Steak Dinner - -$2.25
Midwest Division
put you in the alley and on the
W. L. Pct. GB defense from the start."
Johnny Holiday Steak Dinner - - • 2.50
...
42 9 .824
Milwaukee
Two of Segura's present
Saturday, January 30th ...
34 19 .642 9 pupils are Jimmy Connors of
Detroit
31 12 .585 12 St. Louis, the top-ranged junior
Ic nonfeArl.: Chicago
u rD
no
Mro
ea
•
Ths
Reg. 21.95
2 in the country, and his own 191
31 23 .574 12/
Phoenix
()OFF
I
°•
Pacific Division
year-old son, Pancho, Jr. He
W. L. Pct. GB says you'll hear from both.
a
29 20 .592
Los Angeles
0TOO
0 8 ••
Sunday, January 31st ...
2 New
/
San Francisco 28 26 .519 31
•
108
Atlanta
York 116
2
/
24 28 .462 61
el
Seattle
I
Cleveland 118 Portland 104
SUNDAY CHICKEThDINNER featuring
•
8
.436
31
24
Diego
San
Chicago 111 San Diego 106
.3:042
•
2
/
141
.315
17
37
ONE-HALF FRIED CHICKEN
Portland
(Only games scheduled)
Results
Wednesday's
•
Thursday's Games
Ain Us At The Holiday Inn and Enjoy One of Our
Milwaukee 132 Boston 129
•
Los Angeles at Phoenix
113
Baltimore
115
Four Fine Specials!'
Cincinnati
Buffalo at Seattle
scheduled)
0
games
4ouly
0
I. • a
San Francisco 129 Detroit--,111
* OUlCKER STARTS
linaN°.115

Gilmore Top Rebounder
For 20th Straight Week

has every reason to
t such activities. It
that the taxpayers
to fund an agency
ts time—and public
mg to overturn the
unicipal and state

aas aandae

sports Patriots Pick Plunkett
Parade 1 n Opening Round Draft

'1495
'1895
OTASCO

MOST 6

CYL.

MOST 8 CYL.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 9-6 Weekdays
Closed Sundays

exchange
12-Volt GROUP 24

Squires Enjoy Both
Races From A Distance
led the
By United Press International games. Charlie Scott
while
The Virginia Squires are Squires inth 34 points
and a
enjoying both the Western and Neil Johnson had 31
16 rebounds.
Eastern Division races in the game-high total of
points and
American Basketball Associa- Mack Calvin had 27
Larry Jones 24 for the
tion—from a distance.
They think the Western Floridians
Division race is just a riot of
fun with the Indiana Pacers Indiana and Utah remained
and Utah Stars tied for the lead tied for first place in the West
and the Memphis Pros crowd- when the Pacers whipped the
ing in from behind. Good New York Nets, 116-100, and the
competition, you know.
Stars defeated the Denver
And they think the Eastern Rockets, 111-105. Idle third2 games
1
race is even more jolly—what place Memphis fell 3/
2-game lead they behind the two leaders.
/
with that 51
eight
used
Pacers
opened up over Kentucky The
Wednesday night by defeating players and all scored in double
the Floridians, 126-117, at :igures. Indiana raced to a 52-96
Hampton, Va. First-place mo- ialftime margin and led at the
ney, you know.
nid of the third period, 88-61.
The. Squires trailed by three Glen Combs' 38 points guided
points 'going into the fourth Utah past Denver Combs hit
tie in 11 of 18 field goal attempts
but outscored
period
Floridians, 35-23, in the final and sank all 16 of his free
session for their 35th win in 52 throws

r-

* MORE POWER

• BATTERY GUARANTEE
FREE REPLACEMENT
within 90 days if defective.
After 90 days, replacement
will be based on length of
ownership, charging only
for the time used.

* DEPENDABLE

Save $5.07. Reg. $25.95\

PREMIUM SILVERNODE
r.

.48leach
.2
pF,

S
BONDED BRAKESET;SHOE
OF 8 FOR

E-Z RIDE SHOCKS
04;!•

p48-Month Guarantee)

4 WHEELS

FOR SMOOTHER RIDING
•
Original equipment
type shock absorbers.
For most cars
each

97

9\
WE tt4SIA.,
On‘f 9
toot1
pot shock
tots

tits-0

exch.
25% more braking
area, 50% more
lining depth

E-1 RIDE GOLDEN
ULTRA SHOCK MOP
SORBERS
12-660--670-2, 6.11 ea

INSTALLATION
$10 MOST CARS
11-2-1.21111att.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

r

Open 9-6 Weekdays

Closed•Sundays
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753-8391
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Duncan- Wallis Vows Planned
CCYM
C..aLItsZialtThursday, January 211
The Band Boosters of Calloway
County High School will meet in
the band room at seven p.m.

Toula McEllen with her seeing. Landing Coast Guard Station on
eye dog, "Baba", is a leader of Kentucky Lake precipitated their
Bear Creek Council Junior Girl move to this area in September,
Scout Troop No. 65 consisting of 1970 Mr. McEllen is now a
twenty active nine-year-slds. The Radioman Second Class in
;
Friday, January 29
troop meets on alternating charge of Communications at
This is the last day for persons
Mondays at the Girl Scout Cabin Paris Landing Station.
to register to vote in the special
and at Mrs. McEllen's home on Her younger brother, a freshschool tax election to be held in
West Main Street.
;Calloway County on February 9.
man at the University of South
- The Scout patrols under the Carolina, spent the Thanksgiving
/ :All persons who will be 18 by
direction of Mrs. McEllen, are nahslay with Toula and Tom, and
tFebruary 9 are eligible to vote.
.
currently taking turns practicing liked Murray so much he is
-Persons may register at the
the flag ceremony, dramatizing looking forward to visiting again
' :office of County Court Clerk
the ten Girl Scout Laws, and at spring break. Her older
:Marvin Harris before six p.m.
working on various badges.
today
brother is an accountant with
Toula spent ten years in the Arthur Young Accounting
Scouting from Brownies through firm in New York City.
Sunday, January 31
Senior Scouts. One of her more -Babs", her four year old
Teens Who Care will sponsor a
Mrs. Thomas W.(Toula) McEllen, on the extreme right, is holding her seeing-eye dog,"Babe", as
memorable experiences of German shepherd, was trained she is pictured with members of her Junior Girl Scout Troop No. 65 at the Girl Scout cabin in the City
party for the 12 and 14 year old
Scouting,she relates, was a three by the Seeing Eye, Inc., in Park. She serves as leader with the assistance of Mrs. Marcia Johnson, left on back row, and Mrs.
children of Outwood Hospital,
day trip to Washington, D. C., Morristown, New Jersey. 'Babe' Darlene Ford, fourth left from Mrs. McEllen.
Dawson Springs. For information
where her troop stayed at the was selected for Toula in July
call the sponsors, Dan Shiple or
Staff photo by David Hill
Rockwood National Girl Scout 1968, at which time they spent
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wagar, or
Lynn Grove announce the bii-th of Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs
Camp that is maintained for use three and one half weeks in
the officers, Chuck Hussung,
by Girl Scouts from all over the training together under supera baby boy, Eric Jason, weighing Raymond Boaz of Benton Route
Dean Willis, Gail Lyons or Karen
world. Her troop earned the vision of The Seeing Eye.
nine pounds six ounces, born on One and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
,Russell.
money to pay their own way.
-Girl Scout organization has Tommy Brent is the name Monday, January 25, at eight Duncan of Dexter Route One,
Toula, the daughter of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wells
by Mr. and Mrs. Alvin .m. at the Murray-Calloway
changed," Toula says. "It is
Helen C. Zarvos and the late Mr. oetter now oecause each level
fts.siter of 506 Vine Street will be
Sp-5 and Mrs. Rickey N. Clark
Hendrickson
of Benton Route County Hospital.
of
Charles Zarvos, is a native of Scouting has its own separate Two for their baby boy, weighing The new father is manager of of Lawton, Oklahoma, are the
nored with an open house at
Bergenfield, New Jersey, a city program better geared to four nine pounds five ounces, born on the Lynn Grove Egg Company. parents of a baby daughter born
stir home from two to four p.m.
of 30,000 located about six miles age levels—Brownies, Juniors, Sunday, January 24, at 8:18 p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Boyer Tuesday, January 26, at 7:52 a.m.
celebration of their 50th
from New York City. She and Cadettes, and Seniors."
at the Murray-Calloway County and Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Culver, at the Base Hospital, Fort Sill,
edcling anniversary. All friends
Thomas W. McEllen, also;
all of Dexter, Mo., are the lkla. The baby weighing eight
When asked why she decided to Hospital.
d relatives are invited.
native of Bergenfield, New give her time to the Girl Scout The new father is employed by grandparents. Mrs. Elizabeth pounds twelve ounces and has
Jersey, were married in a Organization, Toula replied, "I the Illini Steele Company, Boyer of Dexter, Mo., is a great been named Candance Kay.
grandmother.
traditional
Greek-Orthodox liked Girl Scouts so much when I Benton.
Christian Women's
Mrs. Clark is the former Miss
ceremony in August, 1969, shortly was a girl, I wanted to do Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Janet Marie Duncan
Frances
Scull, daughter of Mr.
A baby girl, Heather Ashlea,
after which Tom returned to duty something for Scouting."
Boone Hendrickson of Benton and
?Fellowship Holds
and Mrs. A. H. Scull of Hazel. Spweighing
seven
in
Alaska
pounds
five
with
the
U.
S.
Coast
Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. Duncan of Mayfield announce the
Toula's contribution to the Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sewell, Jr.,
Clark, now stationed at Fort
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs. 5
approaching marriage of their oldest daughter, Janet Marie, to Guard. Murray is Toula and children is immeasureable—her of Calvert City.
Sill,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Prograrrv Meeting
Tom's first home together.
Jack Wallis of Murray.
long experience in. Scouting has Great grandparents are Thomas L. Cummins of Eddyville Dorris Clark, 912 Coldwater
In the spring of 1969, she given her much practical Charlie Williams and Mrs. on Monday, January 25, at 12:33
Miss Duncan is a 1969 graduate of Mayfield High School and
Road, Murray.
The monthly meeting of the
attended Murray State University. She is presently employed by received her BA degree from knowledge; the willing gift of her Robert Sewell, Sr., all of Calvert a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Christian Women's Fellowship of
Bates College in Lewiston, time, especially when she is not a City, Mr. and Mrs. Robert County Hospital.
Minnen's Vanity Shoppe in Mayfield.
.
The maternal grandparents
the First Christian Church was
Mr. Wallis is the son of Pat Wallis and Mrs. Skip Neale, both of Maine, where she majored in mother of one of the Scouts, does Hendrickson 'and Mrs. Emma he new father is with the are Mr. and Mrs. Dewey King,
held in the church library
Knoth-Cummins TV Service, South 6th Street, Murray,sand
Murray. He attended Murray High School and Murray State sociology and minored in not go unnoticed by the girls; and Fields, all of Benton.
Tuesday morning with Mrs
Eddyville.
University. He has served active duty with the U. S. Army and-is psychology. Work was begun on she has a warm and friendly
Mrs. Alda Senn, Cape May
William Egnor Rreidding,and
presently employed- by the Murray Division of the Tapparr her Master of Arts and Teaching personality ot which the children
Mr. and Mrs. Randy D. Young Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Courthouse, New
Jersey.
leading in prayer.'
Degree at Fairleigh Dickenson respond. Her attitude of unselfish of Almo Route One are the Eugene Cummins of Princeton Paternal grandparents are Mrs.
Company.
Mrs. William Van Meter read
and
Ralph
Mr.
Bragdon
and
Mrs.
University in Teaneck, New giving is evidenced in the girls in parents of a baby girl, Thenia
A March wedding is being planned.
M. 0. Clark, Smith 16th Street
the minutes. Mrs. Earl Littleton
Jersey. This was, however, in- their badge work and projects. Michelle, weighing _ripe pounds of Duttawa. Great grandparents Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Nea'
--/-gave the treasurer's report. terupted when her husband's One patrol is making toys to g five ounces, born on Monday, are Mr. and MI'S J 1. MOOTte and Myers of Deltona, Fla.
.4
The group made plans for a
Supper Meet Held
transfer from his Coast Guard give to an orphanage; another is January 25, at 1:26 a.m. at the Mrs. Mary Lane, all of Eddyville,
congregational dinner to follow
assignment in Alaska to Paris doing badge work in community Murray-Calloway County and Mrs. Madeline Bragdon of
the morning service Sunday,
Louisville.
Saturday By The
Officers Elected
service; and at Christmas time, Hospital.
February 7. Each family is to
the American Legion Hall.
they
all
decided
that
instead
of
bring food for its members and
Preceding the regular business
Murray Shrine Club
The new father is employed by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boaz of By Junior Girls
exchanging Christmas gifts they
for guests. The University Class,
meeting, a delicious potluck
The Junior Woodmen Girls held
General Tire and Rubber Hardin Route One are the parents
the
preferred to use the gift money to
Milton Jones, newly elected
taught by Ms. Harlan Hodges, Miss Denica
of a baby girl, Jo Ann, weighing their monthly meeting on
Nanney, January president of the Murray- supper was served. The in- send Girl Scout cooies to ser- Company, Mayfield.
will be honored guests. The 30th bride-elect
of Joe Forsee, CalloWay County Shrine Club, vocation was given by Norman vicemen overseas, a Scout
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. seven pounds 31t.ounces, born on Monday, January 25, at the WOW
library of the church has been
was honored with a personal assisted by his wife. Inez, was Klapp, club chaplain. Dancing spokesman said.
Young
of Almo Route One and Monday, January 25, at 6:35 a.m. Hall.
" designated as the regular
shower on Monday, January 11, host for the meeting of the club was enjoyed following the Toula's two assistants, Marcia Mr. and Mrs. Coy Hale, College at the Murray-Calloway County
Officers elected were 'Kim
meeting place. This has been the
Hospital.
at the home of Mrs. Danny held on Saturday, January 23, at inteting.
president; Teresa CunSuiter,
otusson
and
Darlene
Ford
as
Farm Road, Murray. Great
place used by an adult woroen's
, Shrine members and guests
Brandon.
ell as the others in Scouting grandmothers are Mrs. Lucy They. have one son, Larry ningham, vice-president; Lisa
class. The adult members are to
attendiag.
.
were
Messrs
and"
Eugene, age 2, and another Smith, secretary; Teresa Smith,
Miss Nanneyechose to wear
with whom she works, a
,...:. meet in the church sanctsiary:
Fresh Pears Make
army anti Mrs. Finis Hale, both girl, Virginia Ann, age fifteen treasurer;
Mesdames James C. Williams,
Garrison,
Jan
pant suit from her trousseau for
her
self-sufficiency,
ability,
and
Mrs. George Hart was the the evening occasion The Wintertime Treat
Dexter.
Milton Jones, Wallace Ford,
months. The father is employed corresponding secretary.
contribution
the
she
is
making
to
r study leader, using the subjects hostess,
Fourteen members were
Mrs. Brandon, presented
by Wybart Mills in Marshall
Fresh pears made into sand- John L. Williams, Boone Hen- Scouting in this community'
of "Modern headlines—How Miss Nanney
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Boyer of
present.
with a corsage of niches with bacon are unusu- drickson of Benton, R. C. Jones of
County.
Christians Should React To the white carnations
accented with ally good in the wintertime. Mayfield, Randall hornton,
News."
•
ihat's when fresh Anjou. Bose Jackie Jones, Ronnie Jones,
yellow butterflies.
Mrs. Clyde' Jones and Mrs. Games were
played and the and Cornice from Western Sun William E. Moffett, Tom Van
Lessie Picksird served coffee to winners were
given prizes who in Country are at their usual best, Vactor of Benton, Bruce Wilson
the group. Others present were: turn presented
them to Miss although that time actt ally of Fulton. Jack Blackwell, Joe
Mesdames Ed Diuguid, W. Z. Nanney.
stretches from October through Dean Watkins of Benton, Freed
(Includes State Sales Tax and 1971 License Plate—Drive It Out Today!!)
Le;, Carter_Rulay.....Farmer, Jean
Refreshments of Cokes, May. Then simple pear and Cotham, Marvin Pierce, Jack
sandwiches are a special Persall, Don Robinson, Welsey
viir- Bordeaux, P. A. Hart, Marvin cake,nuts and mints
bacon
were served
A Fulton,
treat in taste and texture con- Russell and son, Norman Klapp.
Gatlin Clopton, Rupert from a lovely table.
trast. Putting them together is
; ,Parks, Harlan Hodges, and Rev. Approximately fifteen
persons no task, whether just before Don Bearden. and Bill Nelson.
... Frank N. Tinder.
Others were Miss Dot Sexton and
were present or sent gifts
serving or well ahead. To help Bill
Ftottering of Grand Rivers,
prevent browning, a natural
Otis Hatcher, and special guests,
happening when air reaches cut
1 Mrs. J. B. Bur-keen
.
Phone 751 1911 or 713-4941
surfaces of most fresh fruits, Past Potentate Dundee Alford
slice the pears into sugar syrup and Frank Gray, both of
drained from any canned light- Hopkinsville.
The next regular meeting will
colored fruit. If none is refrigerator-handy, dissolve 1/4 c up be held on Saturday, February
sugar in % cup of hot water. V. at 6:30 p.m. at the American
Arrange these juicy fresh pear tegion Hall. A potluck supper
slices thickly with crisply will be served.
Attitudes by cooked b a con strips between
ject- "Sex
McKeel Home Scene Christians" was led by Mrs. A. H. slices of whiti read spread
Titsworth and Mrs. George Hart. with butter and mayonnaise.
Members Of Hazel
•
t
The group contributed to the
7 Of Group Meeting
presided
over
the
dedication
of
consideration of the subject as
Group Have
• r
the gifts
Mrs Coleman McKeel was discussed in today's 50tvs.
riostess to Group III of the First
Mrs. Helen Bennett, chairman, Others present were. Lyle
Christian Church at her home conducted the business session. Underwood, Mrs. Jesse McNutt, Exercise Program
Monday evening.
Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr. recorded Mrs. Kirk Poole, and Mrs: W. Z.
The Hazel Woman's Club held
The Li'l Something is our all-new 1200
The 510 2-Door Sedan has an expensive
The program, using the sub- the minutes, gave the reports and Carter.
its regular monthly meeting at
96 HP overheafi cam engine. Gets 0-60 in 13.5
2-Door. We took the ugly out of economy and put
the club room on Thursday,
the performance in.
seconds.
January 21, at seven o'clock in
New high-cam 69 HP engine,0-60 MPH
Plus front disc brakes,fully independent
the evening with the president,
in 148 seconds. Gets up to 30 MPG.
Eear suspension,all-vinyl upholstered interior.
Mrs. Hughes Bennett, presiding.
Front disc brakes, all-synchrwesh
Many no-cost extras including whitewall'
Mrs Margaret Simmons of the
4-speed stick shift, all-vinyl upholstered interior,
tires. Optional 3-speed automatic,too__
physical education department of
front bucket seats. Loads of no-cost extras.
LQoking for value? Your Datsun dealer
the Murray State University
The Li'l Something— a lot of car for very
has it the 510 2-Door Sedan and the hew
presented the program on Exlittle money.
1200-Li'l Something: Drive a Datum,then decide.
(*Miles and Physical Fitness.
The members were led in a series
of exercises by Mrs. Simmons.
The speaker was Introduced by
Mrs. Gerald Gallirnore.
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Delivered In Murray...Only '1,957.25!

i4

1
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray, past president of the Kentucky Federation of women's Club, is pictured left on the back row with a group of other officers at the mid winter board meeting of the
Federation being held at the President Motor Inn in Covington. Mrs. Lowry is official hostess to Brig.
Gen. Elizabeth P. Hoisington of the Women's Army Corps who will speak on "The Role of Women in
the Army" at the banquet. Others pictured age first row, left, Mrs. C. B. Morgan of Leitchfield, past,
state president and conference parliamentarian, and Mr). Thomas N. McCoy, Jr., Catlettsburg,
fourth state sire-president, director of Junior Clubs; second row, Mrs. Lowry, Mrs. Donald W.
Dammert, Erlanger. state recording secretary, and Mrs. John W. Shipp, Owensboro, third vicepresident and co-ordinator of governors, Mrs. Lowry is a past president and on the advisory council
of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. McCoy, Jr., is the daughter-in-law of Thomas hi: McCoy of
sturray .
Kentucky Post photo

Mrs.
Edward
Russell
presented the devotion- on
Emerson's essay on "Friendship".
Announcement was made of
the district workshop to be held at.,
the Murray Woman's Club on
February 5. Thank you notes
were read from several of the
servicemen who , received cards
from the club. '
The club voted to assist the
Calloway County Rescue Squad
in' its effort to save the fire
fighting unit
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, •Mrs. Gallimore
and Mrs Russell. Other members present were Mrs. J. W.
Jones, Mrs. Charles S. Knott,
Mrs. Jerry Thompson, Mrs
Harold Wilkinson, and Mrs. Kent
Simpson.
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and Mrs. Andrew
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ma, are the
by daughter born
ry 26, at 7:52 a.m.
ospital, Fort Sill,
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ounces and has
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is the former Miss
, daughter of Mr.
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nal grandparents
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Elected
oodmen Girls held
hly meeting on
ary 25, at the WOW
lected were Kim
ent: Teresa Cunce-president: Lisa
ry ; Teresa Smith,
Garrison,
Jan
secretary.
members were

WHEREAS, The Week of
February 3-10 is
International Clezgy Week, the
City of Murray, Kentucky, deems
it °TWO honor and privilege to
be host through the Murray
Civitan Club to a large segment
of the Clergy of this City to
celebrate this event.
I deem it appropriate on the
part of the-Mayor to welcome all
of those members of the Clergy
who have favored this City by
meeting here; and wish to
proclaim this part of the event as
"International Clergy Week" to
commemorate the part played by
those members of the Clergy of
our Community.
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
Holmes Ellis, Mayor of the City
of Murray, Kentucky, do hereby
call upon the members of the
Murray Civitan Club and all of
the Citizens of the City of Murray
to observe the Week of February
3-10 as "City of Murray Clergy
Week" for the purpose of
recalling to this community the
accomplishments and contributions made to our City by the
Clergy who serve its citizens as
well as those in the Nation at
Large.
IN wrrNEsS, whereof,1 have
hereunto set my hand on this the
28th day of January in the year of
our Lord, 1971.

2P1'
Havoline 10W30
Quaker State Super Blend-Our
Reg. 1.17
NOW GAL L.

sigmed) Holmes Ellis
Mayor of the City of
Murray, Kentucky
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AIR FILTERS
To Fit Most Cars
Murray State —Universlti has
undergraduate
widened
curricula offerings to include five
new programs at the —associate of
arts and baccalaureate degree
levels.
Acting upon a recommendation
of the university's curriculum
committee, the board of regents
has approved these additions:
—An associate of arts degree in
computer data processing.
—Baccalaureate majors in
work, construction
social
technology and computer science
and minors in ,computer science
and oomputer data processing.
Dr. William G. Read, vice
president for academic affairs
and chairman of the curriculum
committee, said the additions
"reflect an awareness by the
university of the necessity for
academic expansion in certain
key areas."
He used the new major and
minor in computer science to
make his point.
"Institution of this program at
Murray State puts us in the
forefront as the first regional
university in Kentucky to include
an undergraduate .major in
computer science in its
curriculum," he said.
Administered by the physics
iepartment, the computer
science program is the first at
Murray State to utilize the
cooperative teaching method. He
mid classes will be taught by
faculty from physics, business
and the computer center.
Both the two-year associate of
arts degree and the four-year
minor in computer date
processing are programs in
administrative management in
the School of Business designed
to prepare students for administrative management and
data processing.
The major in social work is
available in the department of
sociology and anthropology,
while the major in construction
technology is offered in the
industrial
of
department
education.

TAKE THE HEADACHES
OUT OF TAX TIME
FIGURING WITH A

VICTOR
TALLYMASTER
ADDING MACHINE

AFK-59, AFK-57,
AFK-52, AFK-31
OUR REG. 1.23
NOW

STUD

OIL TREATMENT

Spectacular Savings
are happening now
at Our-End-of-the-Month
Sale. Come gather
up big bargains.

NOW

15.5-oz

2/$1°'
92-PIECE

TOOL SET

.

Including Metal Box
OUR REG. it
'mu
r4°W

BROCK'S 5
BEST CHOCOLATE
COVERED

188

Instant cartridge load!
Complete with batteries, flash bulb,
film and carrying handle.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

a

CELLAS

CHOCOLATE
COVERED
CHERRIES

COLORED
PICTURES
8110

With 100% Liquid Centers
Reg. 97'

66s
Now

Come See Out Sensational Values,
You'll Get the Point of This Sate!

Bel Air Shopping Center
9 p.m.
to 6 p.m.
p.m.
30
12:
Sunday

Mon. — Sa t. 9 a .rn. to

Acres of Free Parking
Phone: 753-8777

BANKAMERICARO
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Snowmobiling explodes
on winter sports scene
LOS ANGELES (UP!)- In
just about a decade, the more
traditional winter activities of
skiing and ice skating have had
to move over to make room for
• a fast-growing newcomer" anowmobiling.
"Snowmobiling is one of
the sports phenomena of our
times," says Toni Porter, marketing manager for a mintsnowmobile firm.
Domestic snowmobile production expanded from about
1,000 in 1961, following their
introduction into the United
States from Canada, to more
•
than 100,000 by 1968.
"In 1969-70," Porter says,
"snowmobile production jumpto
ed a whopping 77 per
505,000_ units, op from
285,000 a year earlier." . He
says manufacturers are pro' .jectirig domestic production
will "reach I million in 1972an average (lost of
S1000" per snowmobile, this.
translates into ir SI pillion
,
'
market.7
The 'mini'
This kind of rapid. growth,
Porter says, has spawned the
appearance of a new branch in
snowmobiling- the "mini."
Porter indicates that as the
market grew,snowmobile makers were eager to make their
products bigger and faster to
attract more enthusiasts. Today, average, snowmobiles
weigh from 250 to 450 pounds,
have speeds ranging from 35
to 100 miles an hour, and cost
from about $600 to as much as
$2500.
The result of this kind of
growth emphasis, according to

lii
1111!

III

speed of 20 miles per hour.
"This is fast enough for excitement," Porter says, "but
modest enough for easy control 41 spirited activity.

III
•III•
III
III

JISCOE IT 111116 ('ElTERS

"Mini-snowmobiles stand in
the same relation to snowmobiles that mini-bikes do to
rnotorey cies. Snow mobiles are
designed for cross-country travel while the minis arc designed
for joyriding in parking lots,
parks, and large: level open
areas.

II

III

Phone 753-8304

ill

III
III
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III
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Are You Ready For the Cold
and Flu Season? SAV-RITE Has
the Remedy at the Lowest
Discount Prices!

"One fits into the trunk of
most cars." Porter sas "while
into most station
two fit
wagons.

At

Porter, was that a key group
of the winter sports population
was being bypassed-kids from
their mid-teens on down.
As a result, his firm introthe first "mini,",
duced
SnoCub, a snowmobile with
only a 4-horsepowei, engine
capable of carrying two child- ren or one adult at a maximum

.
III

Celli

" 73.
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III
ill
Ill

III
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Whenatold's Cough puts you
out of-Control
-"

MAFIA "FIX" CASE—Robert T. Carson, 64, is on
suspension without pay as
top aide to Sen. Hiram
Fong, R-Hawaii, while federal grand jury charges
pend that he offered a deputy attorney general a
$100,000 political donation.
It is charged that Carson
(above) was attempting tc
"fix" *5 securities fraud
case involving a Mafia bos7
,
in New York.

BORN WITH ONE ARM and no legs, 4-year-old Susan
Critchfield operates a newly developed electric cart
with dexterity in Los Angeles. Known as the Capp Electric Cart, the vehicle can be operated with one hand in
any direction and can be raised or lowered.

WASHINGTON'(ANF) —
A six-cent postage stamp
honoring General of the
Army Douglas MacArthur
has been issued, by the U.S.
Post Office Department.
Almost from the moment
of his death in 1964, there
has been intense demand for
a MacArthur stamp, Postmaster General Winton M.
Blount noted.
The son of a general, General MacArthur was Ilprn in
1..i4le Rock, Ark., in 1880_
and received an appointment
to West Point in 1897, whore
he was graduated first in
his class.
His rise in rank was rapid;
by 1917 he was a colonel, a
year later a brigadier general.
In 1930 he was named
chief of staff of the Army,
at 50 the youngest ever to
hold the.post.
As supreme commander
for the Allied Powers in
Tokyo, General MacArthur
helped place Japan on the
road to democracy.

A squall of profit taking could

%Emmen,

Home of

"All You Can Eat"
SPECIAL thru Jan. 31st
\•
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SPECIALTY OF CAPTAIN'S KITCHEN

LARGE SEA PLATTER
(Shrimp, Oyster, Scallops, Deviled Crab,
Fillet of Flounder—Hushpuppies, Slaw
French Fries and Tarter Sauce)
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Join The Crowd at the "Kitchen".

Highway 641 North

Murray, Ky.
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Gives 8 Hour
Breathing Relief

5.

..........- ...-:.
---------.-.--

Regular '1.19 Value
Say-Rite's
Low,
Low Price-M

8,

'Q'41116.
DOUGLAS MacARTHUF

---
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III
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LISTERINE THROAT
I,
III
LOZENGES
R-Reegg.u7la9: Value
II
I
Lemon-Mint
Orange II
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CONTAC

CONTAC
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DON'T 'FORGET.

The modern
cold fighter!

Reg. '1.69 Value
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1 CAPSULE, -EVERY 12)40 IRS
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.comtioN COLD
- & HAY FEVER
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Newborn
30's'
$ 147

7
Time

Day
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II

30's

$

III
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III
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Daytime
15's

The announced intention of
the American consumer to
loosen 'his purse strings In 1971
IS a hopeful sign for investors,
Vance, Sanders & Co. obserires.
But not all consumer-oriented
companies are going to profit
from the upturn in the economy
to the . same degree, 'the
company says, offering the
suggestion that investors study
companies in depth before
investing in stock.

FIRE KILLS 13
KLERKSDORP, South Africa
(UPI ----An underground ,fire
filled 13 African miners and
„ • • red 14 others- Tuesday in
the Zandpan Mine near here
The fire started '6,600 feet
below tlie surface. When 4,000
miners' were at work '

III

Ill

The portrait on the stamp
is based on a Wide: World
photo that was taken early in
1944 aboard a Flyinr Fortress, during an inspection. _
flight over New Guinea.
The portrait is black and
white. To the right, in red.
is "fie L.'S." "Douglas MacArthur" appears in blue
across the bottom.

PROBLEM
SAN FRANCISCO (UP!—
The California Chamber of
L
Commerce says a survey shows
that 8 out of 10 large companies
admit they have a _problem of
drug abuse among 'employees.
The study released Tuesday
showed that reported incidents
of drugs in the factory or office
increased 33 per cent in 1970
°tier the previous year.

II
II
i
I
II
I
I
II

—Fast temporary relief of minor
- 'sore throat pain.
. ,
,

overtake the market any day
now, Spear and Staff notes. The
market has been "basking in
the warmth of easy money" for
a number of months now and a
NEW YORK (UPI) —Though 'spec'ulative bubble" could. be
the stock market is entitled to forming, the analyst a
a rest at this point, "it still has
farther to go-,': Standard & Some of the worst victims of
Poor's Corp. says. The bear the recent bear market are
market in its final stages, was bouncing the best, including
more severe than was warrant- conglomerates, airlines, aeroed by the economic situation, space, machinery, and chemihas cals, according to Walston &
consequently, recovery
been able to proceed without Co. Maly cri these issues are up
making most stocks overvalued, 30, 40, 50, 60 and even 100 per
it adds.
cent or more, it adds.

•

'
44
Regular '1.29 Value
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'L1.SJER1NE ...

Wall Street
Chatter

FOUR OUNCES—Senorita Bambi, 3-month -old chihuahual.fits nicely in a coffee mug in Zanesville, Ohio. She
weighs only ohe quarter of a pound.
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FORMULA

Say-Rite's
Low Price

New Six-Cent Stamp
Honors MacArthur
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'1.05 Value

CARRY OUT
ORDERS
753-4141
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PAMPER

BABY WITH PAMPERS!!

ire Your Colds the Best Cold
Treatments with Totally
Disc unted Dru s from Sav-Rit
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

Sales Tax Is Favored By
Businessmen, Poll Shows

ministration is still considering
over a long range basis.
If so, there is somewhat of a
paradox involved, because a
strong and frequent complaint
received by the Federation
researchers is that businessmen
If they had their "ciruthers" the Allows a slight margin in favor of are expected to spend hours in
and
smaller the sales tax over the income tax. collecting and reporting on taxes
independent
The Federation's state surveys they collect directly, such as the
businessmen would prefer to see
state and local government costs do not inquire into the same sales tax, without receiving any
cut so that no tax increases would issues in all states, but the compensation for this service to
questions on tax preferences are various levels of government.
be necessary.
But if a tax increase is ab- widely enough spread to indicate On the other hand, the change
solutely essential, the sales tax is a change of viewpoint among the in viewpoint regarding a sales
independent entrepreneurs.
tax, if such a change is in the
favored.
This is indicated in the results Historically, ever since the waking, may be allied to the
Many
of various state surveys con- National Federation of In- concern over welfare costs.
it is
that
complain
businessmen
National dependent Business started
by
the
ducted
Federation of Independent taking polls on national issues in difficult to obtain help because
otherwise suitable workers
Business which are confined to' 1943, the smaller businessmen many
more on welfare than if
realize
the businessmen of a particular' have been opposed to sales taxes.
employed and paying taxes.
state, and to the issues in that The first vote taken on the issue
by them
was in 1945, when 87 percent Thus,it may be reasoned
state.
of
means
one
is
tax
sales
the
that
In Texas, for example, 5 times registered opposition, and in 1951,
clients at least
as many businessmen are 78 percent expressed opposition. making welfare
currentlx,in favor of increasing However, in subsequent polls pay some tax.
the state sales tax than are in taken on the subject, all tied to
favor of a personal income tax replacing the excise taxes, or WINS REDUCTION
personal income taxes, with a
being enacted.
England
SMETHWICK,
In Tennessee, an increase in national sales tax, the opposition (UPI)—Philip Kelly has won a
the sales tax is favored 4 to 1 over has shown a weakening, but the tax reduction because he says
enactment of an income tax. In last time this issue was polled on more than 150 golf balls have
Colorado, the margin in favor of a national basis was in 1964.
showered his house frorfi a
increasing the sales tax over an
nearby golf course since he
increase in the income tax.7WIth the results from the moved in 16 months ago.
almost 2 to 1, and in Louisiana,It various state polls, there is a
He told a tax panel Tuesday
is running better than 4 to 1.•
possibility expressed that a swing he and his wife needed to wear
In Missouri, the preference for in opinion is taking place, which tin hats for protection. The
the sales tax over the income tax might even result in the-support panel reduced the taxable value
is running 2-k2 to 1 and in Oregon, of independent business for the of his house from $151.20 to
about 1-4i to 1. In Washington and principle of the so-called value $144.
West Virginia, the preference added tax which the Ad-
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Federal State Market News
Service Tuesday, January 26,
Murray, Ky. Murray Livestock
Market. Livestock weighed on
arrival.
Cattle this week 138
Calves this week 19
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:

LEIJ ILL—Former President
Lyndon Johnson, looking a
bit sad-eyed here, was admitted to Brooke Medical
Centel, San Antonio, Tex.,
with "probable viral pneumonia,- said a statement

BUDAPEST (UPI)—Karely
Szakallas bit off the ear of an
oppdnent Janos Molnar In 'a
village fight at Verses, eastk of
Budapest, police reported today. Doctors stitched back
Molnar's ear and Sz.akallas Da:
arrested.
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300-500 lbs. 29.00-31.20, mixed
Good and Choice 300-500 lbs.
fr
26.50-29.00.

Meet the cast of characters that will entertain you
daily in our new comic strip,

The Colonials

TE HIER

LORD STRAITLY.

DAN%

.

Doc

HAZEL

PRUDENCE

HARRY TRUEBLOOD

REV.GOODI/oDY

Star utirfebruary I In The-tedger&- Tifnes

a new DERBY Star is born

. .-A,
DERBY /I/ /ED
GRAND
OF PENING
.
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Heavy snowfall and blizzards

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119

COME TO THE
III

gle

were reported in the upper
COLD WAVE
region of the Himalayas, where
NEW DELHI (UPI t—A cold mountain paths were covered
wave sweeping across a 1,200 ,with two feet of snow.
mile stretch from Bihar State
in the northeast to Kashmir in
the west has killed it least 140
persons, the Press Trust of
India reported today.

IN MURRAY

g••••11,

L.•

Slaughter cows and vealers
steady, feeder steers and heifers
fully 1.00 higher.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
18.00-20.50, Cutter 16.50-18.00,
Canner 14.00-16.50.
VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs.
41.50-44.00, mixed Good and
Choice 38.00-41.50.
FEEDER STEERS: Choice
300-500 lbs. 34.00-36.25, mixed
Good and Choice 300-500 lbs.
31.50-34.50, 500-700 lbs. 29.00-31.75.
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice

THAT SMARTS!

Value
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FREE

hippie cult slayings in Los
AWAITING SENTENCE—Found-guilty of the first degree
leader Charles Manson
Angeles of actress Sharon Tate and six other persons, cult
awaiting the jury's de- •
(lower), 38, and his three female co-defendants (top) are
Krenwinkel: 23. Susan
cision on the penalty. The women are -(from left) Patricia
Derri§e Atkins. 22, and Leslie Van Houten. 21.
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WITH EACH GALL

ill

5-treivf)ep_s!s
10-free Pepsis
24 gallon§, 24 free Pepsis
you pay only bottle deposit

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
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Get the Derby Habit
i&s the BestDealGoing: for more miles for your money!

Between now and-February 28th, American Motors
will give you a General Electric 12-inch Portable TV
with any new car you buy!
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ASK ABOUT OUR 5 BLENDS OF GASOLINE!
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•Gasolines!
5

Save as much as 3c a GALLON with Derby Premium Blended
Gasoline. Select the Blend Best Sutted To Your Car.

Come by Cain 8 Treas
Motor Sales today and
,see our line of American...
Motors cars . . .

Iii

•Octane Ratings!
•Prices!

.1!

THERE'S ONE JUST FOR YOU!!

Iii

Y
D

Just imagine: 5 gallons
10 gallons

If You Had to Compete with the 3 Biggest
Automobile Dealers ...

Ill

S

You can't buy a better gasoline at any price!

III

Buddy Spann,Manager

I"
hi

The AM X

DERBY SERVICE DERBY

•

U.S.641'South
Murray,Kentucky

The MATADOR

s
8 Treas Motor Sale
Cain
Phone /5-3-6448
Road

IN

Coldwater
-10

A

Open 6:00 a.m.to Midnight
N‘.

We Honor All Approved Credit C,ards,BankAmericard and Master Charge
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Court begins its study
ws
la
ad
re
sp
de
wi
the
on
MOULTON
BY CHARLOTTE
(U P D:
WASHINGTON
The Supreme Court is taking its first look at the rising trend towards liberalised abortion laws across
the country.
At issue in arguments is
a 69-year-old District of Columbia statute under attack
by Dr. Milan Vuitch, a Yugoslav uninigent who long
has fought. for more liberal
abortion policies.
MANY states have laws
similar to the District's barring abortions except when
"necessary for the preservation of the mother's life
co health." At the same
tit* other states have been
liberalizing their laws.
Federal --'itfict Judge
Gerhard A. Gesell. son of

the late or Arnold Gesell,
one of the nation's best
known pediatricians, found
the District's statute unconstitutional on Nov. 10, 1969.
He dismissed an indictment
of Vuitch.

GESELL said the words
"when necessary for the
preservation of the mother's life or health" were so
vague that a person accused of violating the law
could not properly defend
himself. He said the law
also improperly places on
the defendant the burden
ot proving he made the
right medical judgment.
The Justice Department
appealed Gesell's ruling on
the ground that he should
not have thrown out the
case before trial but instead should have applied
the law to the specific cir-

-74611-

Don't call 'friends'
on the carpet

is not subject to criminal
prosecution.

cumstances on wtuch the
Vuitch indictment was
government
The
based.
said the law may be interpreted to mean that a doctor who acts in good faith

Further, in the Department's view, the doctor's
medical judgment is not al-

The Minnesota case was
appealed by Dr. Jane E.
Hodgson, a St. Paul gynecologist, who performed an
abortion on a young mar-

Dr. Hodgson tried in
federal
both state and
courts to have the indictment dismissed. Adverse
rulings in these proceedings are before the High
Court rather than an appeal from the conviction it-

specifies
law
Georgia
three reasons for legal
abortions: Endangering the
life or seriously impairing
the health of the mother;
the possibility of mental or

physical defect; and rape.
A three-judge federal panel struck down this section
and also another which permits government authorities or a relative to ask a
court whether a proposed
abortion would violate any
rights of the fetus.
GEORGIA Attorney General Arthur K. Bolton appealed.
When preparing clothes for
laundering, sort them into
three general categories -- according to type of fabric, color
fastness, and degree of soil.
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FASHIONETTES
By United Press International
Contour boot trees shape
the boot scene. Thy come in
lightweight red plastic and keep
boots standing upright, so
they're not toppling over and
creating a mild state of chaos in
the closet. The trees — called
Dunks Contour Boot Trees —
are eountoured to keep boots
fresir,- well-sired and wrinklefree when not in use.
*
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Look for the Red Price Tags for Big Savings!

Ever hear of a full-length
coat of fun leather? You may
see it soon because fake or
fun leathers are being used for
whole garments as well as trims,
says Gerda Petersen, Uniyersity
of Nebraska Extension clothing
and design specialiat. She said,
however,that precaution should
be used in the maintenance of
the fabrics. "Moot of these
nemerials are not dry cleanable
but can be sponged pH
mild soap and water," sitel
said. "With this type of fabric,
it is of utmost importance to
read die label before buying."
,lake way for dog collars.
Jeweler Kenneth Jay Lane feels
that for evening dog cullar, can
range from wide opulent, pale
rose quartz, tournaline. peridot
and amethyst combined with
pearls and rhinestone, to narrow bands of ivory, amberjet,
torquoise and
highlighted
of rhinestone.
with touches o

DEAR ABBY: Our first baby is 7 weeks old, and I am
breast-fheding her A lot of young mothers wouldn't want to
be bothered with breast-feeding, but I don't mind because I
think it's healthier for the baby. My husband doesn't appreciate it at all, in fact, I think he'd rather I put the baby on
-Designer Calvin Klein feek
the bottle. Hellas as mucteas saidhh.
the naturals have taken over in
The problem is that when I feed the baby and my
fabrics. The sturdy fabrics ol
husband has some of his friends here he asks rue to go into
farm and frontier life are the
another room. I don't see why. There is nothing bad or sexy
• in fabrics of the season, he
like
be
He
says
doesn't
her
child.
nursing
mother
a
about
'said, but only the know how ol
for me to feed the baby that way in front of his friends and
the 70s could have given them
I am hurt Do you see anything wrong with it? Please
this year's fresh, revitalised
settle this as I think he is wrong and he thinks I M.
ways.
—NURSING MOTHER

Rolls out for cleaninu!

-$4713N
M910LWD
FEATURES:
Automatic Fins
Tuning Controf

• AFC —

• Reliacolort Chassis
• Spectra-Britet Picture Tube

'319"

M913LPN

EVIDENCE DISAPPEARS
READING, England (UPI.)—
Police are investigating the
disappearance from a detective's office of pornographic
ptctures being held as evidence
in a forthcoming trial

MERE'S 1141 COMPLETE OFFER
Buy your General Electric
Color TV from a participating dealer and give it
normal care. If you are not
completely satisfied, bring
your Guarantee Certificate
to the dealer from whom
you purchased the set
within thirty days, He will
take back the set and refund your money.

Perfectly matched
to your budget!
sc.., .32
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62-Levet Thoro-Wash

• Built-in Soft Food Disposer
• Automatic Detergent
Dispenser
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Th,S offer apples to purchases
pr,or to March 21, 1971

Save On Floor Mo#eils

Service Seldom Needed . . .
But Nearby!
* EASY TERMS
* BANK FINANCING
UGANDA COUP —.Gen. Idi
Amin- (above) is in power
in Uganda following Seizure of the government in
absence of President "11.11.1ton Obote. He was oUt of
the cotintry and stayed out.
British - trained Aniin, 45,
broadcast he seized power
—RN vitifne of the 13eop/e.':

210 E. Main St:

----ee---A

-

:
— SOME HAVE SCRATCHES
,z
Mod. WA55COLI
with MINI

HER
-IPIAS
AUTO. WASHER sav.
FROST FREE

001

ti3F155

REFRIGERATOR
DRYER
30" RANGE

Harvest Color
Reg_ '329.95

DE820

169"

witRhegA.ut,2o09Co9n5trol

DELUXE

For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Wont Its
Zoom." Dead Iii. Abby. Box OM& Los Angeles, CaLOSSINI.

NON MIN

Still the only manufacturer
to offer a money back
satisfaction guarantee
on color picture
quality

Model Pim (16,

QUIET
DISHWASHER
AT WORK!'

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

Perfectly Matched Stereo Components

•Power-Flo Mechanism.. Quiet, seta dishes

Witat's,your problem! You'll feel better it yea get It eff
year chest. Write to ABBY, Box 11/708, Log Angeles. Cal.
Will. Fee a personal reply males, stamped, addressed
eavelepe.

SHE HAD TO
(UPI)—
-TYF—Ei,
SHIPT
Jennifer Munton, 5, told Tuesday how she rescued 3-year-old
Peter Fort. from a pond near
their infants school She ex
plained: "I had to save him
because he is my boy friend.'

Color Minder Controls

M911L1AP

DEAR ABBY A while back you had a letter from a
woman who made her husband shave his chest She must be
screwy And any man who would let his wife talk him into
it must he screwy. too
I have a very hairy chest which I wouldn't shave for
any amount of money I sleep only in, pajama bottoms and
my site says she'd rather feel my hairy chest against her
cheek than the collar of a mink coat.
—HAIRY AND HAPPY
.
_

President Obote

• Automatic Skintone
Stablizer

• *Jet Freeze Ice Compartment
l
• Giant freezer holds up to 165
controls
ure
temperat
e
•-Separat
• at extra coat).
'Automatic Icemaker asiltible (optional
-

DEAR NURSING

DEAR ABBY I think it was very considerate of that
hairy husband to shave his chest for his wife. My husband
is hairy as in ape and he refuses to do anything about it.
We sleep spoon-fashion with me in front, and sometimes I
just about go crazy when his big hairy chest heaves up and
down and tickles my shoulders and back—in rhythm yet! I
know just how that lady must have felt. —TICKLED PINK

• Sensitronice Tuning System

r

17.6 cu. ft. No Frost Refrigerator-Freeze

Model GGSD 250

MOTHER. Knowing how your husband
feels about it, nurse the baby In private and keep the peace.

Take Your Pick!!

Extra fast ice!

* •

There's only one direction
for the hemline to go and that
is longer, says a major fashion
retailer. J.C. Penney Co. said
the length -will not necessarily
be mid-calf, but it will be
longer than the mini of peat
seasons."A woman is no longer
interested in looking like a
caricature of her daughter,- the
company said."Her silhouettes
will include a hemline that
stops just at the top of the
knee.' While thefirm will offer
some two-inch-below-the-knee
lengths, it will be a small portion
of the stock.
*
a

DEAR PEOPLE. I think your husband is right. And the
same goes for people in the jewelry business. furniture
business, fur business, sod every. other kind of business.

Vortor WAISO • Motongor
III Maple It. 714-31112

THE Supreme Court also
has before it four other
abortion cases—from Mmnesota, Texas, Georgia and
Louisiana—on which it has
taken no action.

IN ME Texas case a speeFederal
do] three-judge
Court ruled the statutes unconstitutionally vague and
over-broad but declined because of state-federal relationships to bar their enforcement. Dr. James H.
Hanford of Dallas and
three individuals appealed.

PA

Am
age

DEAR ABBY My husband and I are in the carpet business. We do beautiful work and our prices are right. When
so-called "friends" show us carpet they have installed in
their homes, which they bought somewhere else, and they
ask us what we think of it,'what should we say? (They even
to tell us how much they paid for iLl
have the nerve
.
Nine umes out of 10 it is a poor job of installation, and
' they paid'too much. I always tell them the truth. My
husband says that I should never knock the competition,
regardless, otherwise it will sound like sour grapes.
These same people never even let us give them an estimate! I say why should we consider their feelings if they
don't consider ours' What do you think?
—CARPET PEOPLE

SUILDOR1 0. PINU

ried woman who contracted
German measles early in a
y—a condition
cause birth dei
itifan
prfe
th
fects Dr Hodgson, 55, was
convicted under the state
law which forbids abortions
unless necessary to save
the life of the mother or
child

self, which could come up
later.

be

By Abigail Van Buren

Murray Marble
Works
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an issue because
ways
-Sometimes physicians perdoing
dorm abortions after
estabthan
more
nothing
lishing the fact of pregnancy.

Mod 1317

Harvest, with Timer

Reg. 1199.95

59"
9
159'
9
$39.

$1

CONTEMPORARY STYLING
Save 130.001
Mod. L117
L-STEREO150 Watt with AM-FM Stereo
M986DWD
23" with Door '
PRICED BELO
Has Small Scratch
COST!!

COLOR TV

ILBREY'S

75 3-561 7
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ct; and rape.
federal panm this section
her which perrnent authoristive to ask a
r a proposed
d violate any
tus.
ttorney Gener:. Bolton ap-
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ing clothes for
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iegree of soil.
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and sawdust.-Murray Saw WA
'WANT TO BUY one electric and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC
utility box for house trailer 200
AMP. Also used utility pole.
SERVICES OFFERED
Phone 753-8287 after 5:00p.m.
J28C
FOR ALL your home alterations,
remodeling, etc., new or
WANT TO BUY; junk cars. Must repairs,
be complete. Phone 753-9730. J28C old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123.
February 15NC
WANT TO buy electric trains
American Flyer or Lionel, any
REFINISHIN
age or condition. Phone 753-2707' FURNITURE
All
work
guaranteed.
Fr
v
Murray,Ky.
J29NCI pickup and delivery. Fre
estimate. Antique or natur
finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
February NC
AUTOS FOR SALE

1969 FORD Galaxie
52195.00
2 door hard top,automatic, vinyl roof low mileage,air.
1967 PLYMOUTH Belvedere II
9.,050.00
4 door, V-8 automatic, steering , air.
1968 CHEVY Van
'1,450410
tci cylinder, straight drive, like new
1967 CHEVY Impala
)
1,695.00
2 door hard top,'V4 automatic, steering, brakes, air,
vinyl roof
1966 CHEVY

DO

; Fine

convertible_ V-8,automatic. steerhut extra chum

is

:ture Tubg

ng System

Skintone

Sr Controls

ELECTRIC

nufacturer
ey back
arantee
ture

UTE OFFER
sl Electric
a particind give it
ou are not
tied, bring
Certificate
-om whom
the set
es. He will
et and rey.
024,purchaseS
1971

Is
95

69"

59"
59"
199"

I BELOW
)STI1

753-5617
111mmome,

1966 CHEVY Impala ---------- 1,495.00
2 door hard top, steering, automatic, 39,000 actual miles,
This car is new'
1966 DODGE Dart
'995.00
4 door sedan, 6 cylinder automatic, local
1965 CHEVY Impala Station Wagon---'1,395.00
9 passenger, V-8 automatic, steering, clean.
'695.00
1963 BUICK Wildcat
st4ring, brakes, air, nice car. ,
1968 FORD Cortina
"nizo
red, good sound car
1963 DODGE Dart
-'895.00
- -4 door
1964 CHEVY Impala SS 'OWN Now '895.00
V-8 automatic, steering, brakes, air conditioner, bucket
seats, exira sharp
1970 OLDSMOBILE 98
loaded with equipment
1967 FORD Country Sedan Wagon - Now '1,395
V-I1 automatic, steering, luggage rack, 9 passenger
'1,695.00
1967 rAMERO R.S.
zV-8 automatic steering, 327 cu. engine, red with
black vinyl top
* ECONOMY LANE *
1969 DATSUN Wagon
stick shift, luggage rack, radio, excellent shape
'1,395.00
1969 DATSUN Sedan
2 door sedan, stick shift, radio, clean car
'895.00
1966 DATSUN Sedan
4 door sedan, extra clean
1596100 Now '495.00
1963 CHEVY ll
2 door, 6 cylinder automatic, good sound car
1964 DODGE Dart_G.T.--9130.40 Now '650.00
2: door hard top, 6 cylinder, automatic
1968 VW Deluxe Sedan
red, radio, stick shift.
* SPECIALS *

1964 VW BUS

tow 1845.00

Radio. Extra, extra sharp!

1970 DATSUN Demo.

Save

Automatic, air, plus many accessories!
1968 STARCRAFT Camper. Reduct:d :1,325.00

* TRUCKS *
'1,495.00
1969 DATSUN Pickup
20,000 miles, almost new
'1,725.00
1970 DATSUN Pickup.
practically new
1962 CHEVROLET Pickup 'OHO Now '750.00
ton,6 cylinder ,excellent shape for this model.
,---'700.00
1962 FORD Pickup
ljfl

exretient shape

We have many other fine used
Cars to select from!
ACtii-sEt THE COMPLETE LINE OF
NEW 1971 DATSUNS!!

DATSUN

ESTATE FOR SALE

MONEY ISN'T everything-they

BIG SELECTION of Greeting
cards. All kinds. Also have a new
2 quart casserole with basket.
Phone 753-1712.
J2EINC

3-YEAR old 3 bedroom brick, say-but it's awfully nice. And PART TIME career kyailable
Corff Inc patio, carport, electric heat, air- selling AVON is an awfully nice with Sarah
conditioned, and carpeted..Call way to earn that money. Call world's largest seller of costume
753-8110 after 5:00 weekdays for collect after 6:p.m.-365-9424 or jewelry on party plan. For information call 753-3056 between
J30C ite Mrs. Janet
an appointment.
Kunick, Route 2,
J28C
6:00p.m.
Box 136 A., Princeton, Ky. 42445. 4:00 and
REDUCED; one year old College representatives also
/
2 needed. •
Southern Colonial brick. 61
J28C WANTED:
HOUSEKEEPER,

MEMPHIS:TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. CH1-3140

ONE WIG DRYER, holds 9. Also
3 Jand L color rings. Phone 7533900 before 10:30 a.m. or after
6:30 p.m or inquire at Wig
Warehouse.
J28C
600 WATT Univox PA sixteen 10
inch Jensen speakers, 4 cabinets.
covers. RCA mike. Go-go lights.
J28P
Phone 753-4100.

NOTICE

I

NEW DATSUN-TRADE-INS

REAL

REMNANTS IN stock, 30 to 40
per cent off. Montgomery-Ward,
510 West Main Street.
F1C

USED BABY bed with mattress.
Excellentndltion. Phone 753J28C
2623 after 5:00

MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO

NOTICI

NOTICE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE The TV Service 'Center will Soon
be moving to the Central Sh&ppingCenter.

ENGLISH SETTER dog, four
years old, white, black and
ticked, close to medium wide.
Broke, $250.00. Also English
Pointer Dog, registered, 6 years
WE ALSO HAVE SEVERAL GOOD USED
old, white and liver, $150.00. Each
stylish and broke. Sacrifice, G . COLOR TV SETS
J28C
0. Wilson,753-3536.

ALL TVs'and STiEgTOS\
GREATLY RENCED!!

Watch For Our Grand Opening!

1969 60 x 12 MODERNAGE
/
2
trailer. Three bedrooms, 11
baths,furnished. Phone 753-9849.

TV SERVICE CENTER
Phone 753-5865

J33C

312 N. 4th

J28c

rooms; two baths, 7 closets, all
five days a week. Provide own
built ins, central air, fully car- MANAGER TRAINEE position transportation.
Phone 753/
2 available. Good starting salary. 9989.
peted, paneled garage, on 11
J281
acres. Moving to Illinois this Must relocate Jackson, Tenmonth. $25,000.00. Mayfield, 247- nessee. Contact Curt Ragland at
2456.
J28C Burger Chef, 1304 West Main,
J30C WANTED: BABYSITTER from
/
2 Murray,Kentucky.
FIFTEEN ACRE farm with 11
7:00 a.m. till 4:30 p_Jn. Phone 753story frame house. Located 3
J30C
miles west of Hazel on State Line WANTED: WOMAN to live ia 9973 after 5:00p.m.
Highway. Phone 753-5898 after and care for elderly lady. Phone
J29C 753-2322.
6:30p.m.
• ASP
_
THE YOUTH SHOP
NOW UNDER construction;
three bedroom frame with WANTED: HOUSE wife.. Three
carport and utility, /
1
2 mile west openings, part time. Average
ROB ROY
of Coldwater. $12,500.00. Phone $3.00 per hour. No experience
knit shirts
489-2110,
F3C necessary. We train. For apOne-third Off!
TFC
NOW UNDER construction. A pointment call 753-1711.
three bedroom brick at Coldwater, Kentucky. Will finish to
buyers specifications. Phone 4892110 or 489-2627 or 489-2261. F3C
NICE BRICK home in Murray.
Well located. Will sell or trade for
a farm. If interested, write to Box

32.1, Murray,Kentucky

J30C

AUTOS FOR SALE

FIRST CLASS
Phone 753-4676.

Timothy.
, hay- zar-

1967 PONTIAC Bonneville, 4 dr.

SALES & Ser- hardtop. Red with black vinyl
•
BALDWIN PINNOtand rorgans, rCE z' utotthHED apartment vice, BoirtWituit4)-17-K-f7CTM. roof, power and air. All- new tires
rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies for three or four girls. Phone 753- Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- and low mileage. Phone 436-2323.
J29C:
J29NC
to purchase. Used spinet pianos 7381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00 rington,Kentucky. 4.
p.m.
TIT
and organs. Lonardo Piano
I HAVE purchased Shroat Meat 1957
CHEVROLET, two door
Company, "Your Complete
Market, where I have worked and sedan, 327

ELECTROLUX

automatic, body in
Music Store". Paris, and Martin, FURNISHED APARTMENT for tried to please everyone the best I good condition.
three
or
four
college
boys.
Phone
Tennessee.
J29C
could for the past 40 years, and after 5110 p.m. Phone 753-2622
F2P
753-7381 days or 753-5108 after would like to continue to do so.
5:00p.m.
TFC
U.S.D.A.
inspected
We
have
AKC REGISTERED White
1965 FORD FAIRLANE 500 sport
German Shepherd puppies,' 9 NICE PRIVATE rooms, will meats, country hams and good coupe.
Needs some work,$350.00.
weeks old. Quite rare. One accomodate 8 to 10 boys, with country sausage.
Phone
753-6508.
J28P
Olive
Hutchens
regular color, about nine months kitchen priviliges. Phone 753-721
J30C
old. Call or see Howard G. Bucy, days or 753-5108 after 5:00 1,
1968 CHEVROLET' Impala, V4
753-1861
J28C and on Sunday.
TtC SHORTHAND REFRESHER automatic, factory air, power

course offered one night per steering. Phone 753-2521. Feb.1C
FIREWOODOAK. Phone 435J0NE BEDROOM
furnished week. Beginning-Tebiliary. 1964 CHEVROLET Impala four
'
4695 after 6:00p.m.on weekdays. apartment, carpeting, electriC Phase 7534613
..1211C
or hardtop. Good condition.
J29P heat, air conditioning. Water
Phone 436-7276
J28P
furnished. Reasonable. Couples
THE
YOUTH
SHOP
Street.
JAC
only.
Apply
1414
Vine
FURNITURE FOR living room,
1962 DODGE DART, new .blue
Special Shower
kitchen and bedroom. Phone 753paint,new tires, V.4,3speed. Wilt
Gifts
TWO FURNISHED apartments;
9605 between 5:00 and 6:00 p.m.
sell with or without hot rod
We Gift Wrap Free
J28C One 3 rooms and bath, one large 2
componets,1E,two 4's,tech, etc.
bedroom, 4 rooms and bath. All
Phone 753-4100:'
J28P
utilities paid. Central heat, quiet,
TWO 100 x 200 ft. lots. Three
plenty parking. Downtown
bedroom home on one, other location..
HERE'S A GENTi_E
Phone 753-5617 dayWor
ready for mobile borne, 12 a 12 753-1257 after
J21C
5:00
p.m
storage building, circular
whiterock drive, patio, outside
NICE FURNISHED one ,ind two
lighting, two miles from Murray.
bedroom apartrntnts Married
City water and on paved high- couples only: May be seen, at
ways. Reasonable. Would consider rent to right couple. Phone Kelly's Pest Control, located NO
South 13th Street.
inC
734548.
J28C

AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
Poodles and three herds of
Chinchilla from certified stock.
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
February 26C

10 x 48 TWO BEDROOM trailer,
private location. Automatic Nancy
washer,couple or couple with one
child. $70.00 monthly. Phone 489J28C
2595.

8
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SAVED 91,1 A
GENTLE REmINDER

HE'S A
SHOPLIFTER

10' WIDE mobile home. See
paths and Brandon Dill at -15111s Trailer
spots: fluff beaten down nap with Court after Op.p.m. No phone
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer calls please
$1.00 Big K.
J30C
FURNISHED APARTMENT tnr
VOX PA with Bogen amplifier one or two boys. Private garage
and Shure microphones. Phone One mile out on 121 North. Phone
J29C
'753-56SF.
REMOVE CARPET

FURNISHED APARTMENT for
USED HAGSTROM solid body 12 girls. One
bedroom and kitchen
string electric guitar, $139.40, Electric heat
and air conRegular $227.00. Also a hand- ditioning.
Phone 753-3100. J29C
made classical guitar, custom
made. Come by and see our ROOMS FOR girls furnished,
selections. Chuck's Music Center, 1626 Hamilton. Kitchen facilities.
J30C Phone 753-9279 or come b
1411 Main Street.
J3OP

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle

BAKE
SHOP

Abbie &Stats
TAMMY!! YER
TAXEN IN BY

see/4
A--A

AN'Sisalog
0A04A/4 - -

OGARSTIP
AIIIPIAAN!

USED STANDARD
Royal THREE ROOM suite of offices.
typewriter. Phone 753-3926 after Central heat and air. Pa neTed and
5:00p.m.
J3OP all carpeted. Plenty of Pee
parking. Phone 753-7724 between
1969-12' wide trailer. Carpeted, 8:00a.m. and 5:00p.m.
ITC
all electric. 61
/
2 percent loan can
be assumed. Phone 753-8380 after FIVE ROONU-11)31759.; 'two
5:0b p.m.
J30C bedrooms, Gas heat. Located at
502 Broad. Inquire at 500 Broad
CLOVER AND TIMOTHY hay. Street,next door._
.1311C
Phone 7534312 after 5:00 p.m.
J3OP 12 x. 52 MOBILE HOME, 1971.
Available now. Phone 753-9629.
FOUR I 41 DIFFERENT very old
J30C
silver Waltharn kering pocket
watches. Fine condition. Also two

gold hunting cases. Prime
collectors items. See Charles
Johnson Murray Plaza Court
after 5:00 p.m. Thursday and
Friday until noon!
1TP
lhe AUTOS , FOR SALE
1960 OLDSMOBILE 88, clean,
good condition. $295.00. Phone
Mayfield 3822558,
J3OP

GET

ATETION

r./to orr IYr.
Po am
-as
Imo* hoar.

•

L'il Abner
NOW THAT TN'

•
L\
-AN'SOME GOAT CROPS!! -SOMSI
CA1.1DiED
-AN' FO'
CATFISH
DESSERT-EYEBALLS!!

MILLYUK1 IS N
DAIS,
/ MAE'S
NAME,MEBBE
SHE'LL WHOMP
ME UP SCIME PO'K
CHOPS,SOME LAMB CHOPS-

?I'LL LIBERATE
HER.?
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Is Today
ROTC Grads Funeral
For Mrs. Rosa Self
To Receive
Commissions

Charles Pickard,
Mayfield,Dies;
Services Friday

THURSDAY-JANUARY 28, 1971

Storm...

4Continued From rage Die
early morning wind chill factor
of 54 degrees below zero.
In Rochester, more than 150
schools and businesses were
closed Wednesday by the cold
weather and impassable roads.
At least three highway fataliA record number of mid-year
ties in the state were blamed
ROTC graduates will be comon the weather.
missioned as Second Lieutenants
The Arctic blast Wednesday
in the U. S. Army on January 30.
also struck the eastern MidTwenty five cadets will be
west. High winds stacked 15commissioned at the ceremony in
foot driftstacross the highways
the University School Auditorium
at Cheboygan, Mich., and fiveat 1000 a.m.
foot drifts near Traverse City,
Those receiving commissions
Mich.
are: William F. Beard, BardFlorida citrus growers and
well; James M. Bergant,
truck farmers in the Deep
Madisonville; ,James
M.
South fired smudge pots to
Beckelman, Louisville; Lloyd T.
ward off low temperatures
Brown, Paducah; Eddie H.
early today. In contrast, Santa
Butler, Marion; Alan R. ChanAna winds Wednesday gave les
dler, Hanover, Indiana; Robert I.
Angeles a record temperature
Dicken, Eddyville; Stanley K.
of 86 degrees.
Evanke, Canton, Ohio; Charles
The National Weather Service
R. Groves, Sikeston, Mo.;
said early today flurries and
Patrick L. Hackett, Kuttawa;
squalls were expected to drop
Eddie D. Hancock, Madisonville;
up to 5 inches of new snow near
Owen H. Henry, Hickman;
Continued From Page One) Lake Ontario. Travelers' warnJames H. Jimerson, Paris,
in Saigon said an Air Force ings were posted in northeast
Tenn.;
Raymond S. Jones, Kaytona The funeral for James Curtis F100 Supersaber jet fighter- Ohio, we*ern New York and
Beach, Fla.; Thomas W. Hutson of Murray Route Five bomber crashed Wednesday in northern Vermont and New
Lassiter, Murray; David C. was held today at 2:30 p.m. at the the Cambodian province of Irek Hampshire.
Mann, Memphis, Tenn.; Dennis chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Kong, which borders the Gulf of Elsewhere, strong winds kept
R. Minshall, Washington C. H., Funeral Home with Bro. Walter Thailand. The pilot was killed gale warnings in effect today
and the cause of the crash was for the Great Lakes and along
Ohio; Gary L. Reibsane, Muir, Pigg officiating.
Penn.; Michael E. Rendleman, Pallbearers were Gerald Coles, not determined, the spokesmen the Atlantic Coast from Maine
to North Carolina. Snow flurries
Calvert City;
Junior McCage, Kenneth Geurin, said.
It was the 53rd American were reported from the southMichael L. Smith, Detroit, Donnie Yarbrough, John Wyatt,
aircraft lost in Cambodia, ern portions of the Midwest to
Mich.; Robert A. Summers, and W. T. Patterson.
Ba!dwell; Michael E. Walker, Interment was in the Hicks including 16 fixed-wing aircraft central Tennessee. Weather
over the remainder of the
Calvert City; Glen M. Yates, Cemetery with the arrangements and 37 helicopters.
country was generally fair.
Etardwell; Richard G. Gudgel, by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Early morning temperatures
Palm Bay, Fla.; and David E. Home.
ranged from 20 below zero at
Sensing, Clinton.
Hutson, age 29, died WedFargo, N.D., to 66 at BrownReceiving
Second nesday at his home. He had been
the
sville and McAllen, Tex.
Lieutenant's gold bars clime's employed in the press departfour years of ROTC training, ment of the Murray Division of
NEW
UPI 1-The
YORK
including a six week summer the Tappan Company since 1959. stock market opened steady ir.
camp.
A
He was born in Calloway County active trading today.
Col. Edward F. Gudgel, Jr., on February 4, 1941. He was a
Shortly after the opening, the (Continued From Page 1)
father of one of the graduates, member of the New Concord Dow Jones industrial average shrimp. We figured we could eat
era- be guest--speaker for the Church of -Christ:- -was off 0.68 at 86015.- Arid, of about half a- barrel, buf-Zy -the
ceremony. Colonel Gudgel is Survivors are his wife, Mrs. 456 issues crossing the tape, 164 time we had finished the serving
currently Artillery Officer of the Betty Cook Hutson, two advanced, 158 declined.
the young lady brought us, we
II Field Force in Vietnam and daughters, Cindy, age eight, and
In the steel group, U.S. Steel had had all we could manage.
will return immediately prior to Pamela, age five months, and gained L4 to 33, while Bethle- George Stockton, one of the
the ceremony. He has recently one son, Marty, age five, all of hem held unchanged at 21u.... owners, introduced his lovely
been selected for promotion to Murray Route Five; his mother, Armco dipoed Le to 211(4.
wife Linda who teaches in the
the grade of Brigadier General. Mrs. Irma King of Paris, Tenn.;
Allied Chemical dipped,
k4 to local school system.
The public is invited to attend. father and stepmother, Mr. and 24, with Eastman Kodak steady
Mrs. Clifton Hutson of Murray at 7614. Monsanto rose 1-2 to We like that four lane highway
Route Four; grandparents, Mr.
going north. The only trouble is, it
and Mrs. Conrad Hutson of Hazel
In the automotive group, is about twenty miles too short.
Route Two and Mrs Travis King Ford rose Li to 5411. Chrysler
of Paris, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. was unchanged at 2711. General
From The
Pat 1Clara Mae orr of Lynn Minors held unchanged at 80.
Grove; one half brother, Stevie
Among the oils, Jersey
Hutson of Murray Route Four. Standard eased te to 69'..
Standard of California fell 1 s to
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
5114. Texaco, trading
exBy United Press International
NE. YORK (UPI) - The
dividend, picked up le to 33ks. "Plastic Age" is making it big
SALISBURY, England-Pub
Occidental was unchanged at on the .,%rtirricati home furnishmanager Colin White, who has
18,s. So were Getty and ings 'erne.
begun a "rent-a-drunk- service
Federal State Market News Pennzoil at 761-s and 28%,
Ity 1980, more thee threefor
with his wife as one Service January 28, 1971
respectively.
fourths of all f lure will fir
of the professional drunks:
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
made in part or entirely of
WHAT, NO HOLDUP?
-I've no worries about my Market Report
plastic. acciirding to an execuIncludes 10
BALTIMORE
UPI)
Wedwife going to a party to get Buying Stations
tive Of a jeading_producer of
nesday
was an unusual day for 4col4c. a material largely
drunk. She can hold her drink Receipts: Act. 800
reEst. 950 Saul Emmer, owner
of Sol's sponsible for the trend toinod.
all right. The other drunks are Barrows and Gilts
steady Sows Cut Rate Liquors.
His
store
all friends, including one of my steady
ern plastic furniture. • .
was not held up.
, "While plastic will cool
barmaids."
Emmer was robbed Monday to be used in large volume as a
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $17.25-17.75;
and Tuesday.
substitute material in structural
MEXICO CITY - Marcial US 2-4 190-240 lbs
816.75-17.25;
That makes 12 times since aud decorative applieatiow.,
Moron Romero, who has asked US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
416.25-16.75; April, and he says "I
can't -the greatest growth will be in
police to arrest his wife US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
$15.75-16.25; count the number of times I've exciting new designs that bring
because she beats him.
Sows
been held up" since the plastic.out in the open by cap"She hits me all the time. US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$12.75-13.50; business opened 19 years
ago. italizing on their visual appealLast night, she attacked me US 1-3 300-550 lbs.
811.75.12.75;
His luck is improving a little, and design versatility ,' says
with a shoe."
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $10.75-11.75.
however. Suspects were cap- Jack I.. Shafer. vire president
tured
in the store during the and sales director -for BorgCAPE KENNEDY-A space Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale Total
Warner's Nlarbon
division.
agency official, saying the head 130. Compared to last week robberies Monday and Tuesday. "There
also is all ever increasbackup crew for Apollo 14 is $1.00 to $2.00 higher. Lightweight
ing demand for color in fur,
OVERTIME CHARGES
ready to replace the prime under 24 lbs. $16.00.
nature, and only plastic! Can
NEW
YORK
(UP11-Robert offer such a wide
crew if necessary:
variety.-Warren, a song writer, arran"It's been theoretical in the US 3 26-35 lbs. $12.00
Saks of plastics for furniger
and
publisher,
says
he
has
past and it's a reality now."
US 3 36-45 lbs. $14.75
ture are expected to rise from
kept track of all the time he abdbt RX)
US 3 56-65 lbs.'$15.75
million in 1969 to
has
spent
waiting ,for telephoneKANSAS CITY, Mo.-Dr. US 3 65-74 lbs. $12.50
inibturr by 198ftlie
.dial tones, or waiting to get an timates, citing industry pre:
Wallace Graham, reporting on US 3 90-100 lbs. $15.50
operator or a business repre- dictions that by. such time up
former President Harry S US 4 110-140 lbs. $13.75
sentative_
las 14W percent of all furniture
Truman who was hospitalized a Boars
Warren says he has spent in offices and homes, as well
week ago:
26-35 lbs. $10.50
3,675 minutes waiting in eight as appliances, sporting goods.
"He has been up from his bed 46-55 lbs. $12.25
months. Since he values his toys and other products. either
several times since Tuesday 70-89 lbs. $12.50
time at $5 an hour, he is suing, will be made entirely of- plasnight and expresses an earnest
the New York Telephone Co. tic or use plastic in major
desire to go home."
Over 100 lbs. $15.00
sections.
for $396.25.
Funeral services for Mrs. Rosa
Leona Self were held today at two
MAYFIELD, Ky., Jan. 27 p.m. at the chapel of the J. H. Charles Pickard, 64, 210 N. 8th
Churchill Funeral Home with Dr. St.. died at 2 a.m. Wednesday in
H. C. Chiles officiating.
Franklin.
Pallbearers were Clifford
Mr. Pickard was a retired
Farris, Keys Farris, Brent building contractor and floor
Outland, Dale Outland, Garvin finisher. He was a member of
Phillips, and Edd Phillips. Burial the Seventh and College Street
was in the Hicks Cemetery with Church of Christ.
He is survived y a daughter,
the arrangements by the J. H.
Mrs. Don Stephenson, Franklin;
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Self, age 91, died Wed- three brothers, Ernest Pickard,
nesday at five a.m. at the Mayfield, Henry Pickard, PaduMurray-Calloway County cah, and Harvey Pickard, LynnHospital. Her husband, Rev. J. H. ville; four grandchildren.
Funeral aervices will be held
Self, died in 1956.
Survivors are one step at 2 p.m. Friday at Roberts Fudaughter, Mrs. Helen Goen of neral Chapel with James ShockGreenville, Texas; three sisters, ley and W. E. Wardlaw officiatHighMrs. Susie Farris and Mrs. Eula ing. Burial will be in the
Cemetery.
Robertson, Murray, and- Mrs. land Park
Friends may call at the fuCozy Phillips of Murray Route
neral home.
Five; one brother, Ofus Outland
of Murray Route Five.
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